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Abstract
Channel equalisers are used in digital communication receivers to mitigate the effects of inter
symbol interference (ISI) and inter user interference in the form of co-channel interference
(CCI) and adjacent channel interference (ACI) in the presence of additive white Gaussian noise
(AWGN). An equaliser uses a large part of the computations involved in the receiver. Linear
equalisers based on adaptive filtering techniques have long been used for this application. Re-
cently, use of nonlinear signal processing techniques like artificial neural networks (ANN) and
radial basis functions (RBF) have shown encouraging results in this application. This thesis
presents the development of a nonlinear fuzzy system based equaliser for digital communica-
tion receivers.
The fuzzy equaliser proposed in this thesis provides a parametric implementation of symbol-
by-symbol maximum a-posteriori probability (MAP) equaliser based on Bayes’s theory. This
MAP equaliser is also called Bayesian equaliser. Its decision function uses an estimate of the
noise free received vectors, also called channel states or channel centres. The fuzzy equaliser
developed here can be implemented with lower computational complexity than the RBF im-
plementation of the MAP equaliser by using scalar channel states instead of channel states. It
also provides schemes for performance tradeoff with complexity and schemes for subset centre
selection. Simulation studies presented in this thesis suggests that the fuzzy equaliser by using
only 10%-20% of the Bayesian equaliser channel states can provide near optimal performance.
Subsequently, this fuzzy equaliser is modified for CCI suppression and is termed fuzzy–CCI
equaliser. The fuzzy–CCI equaliser provides a performance comparable to the MAP equaliser
designed for channels corrupted with CCI. However the structure of this equaliser is similar
to the MAP equaliser that treats CCI as AWGN. A decision feedback form of this equaliser
which uses a subset of channel states based on the feedback state is derived. Simulation studies
presented in this thesis demonstrate that the fuzzy–CCI equaliser can effectively remove CCI
without much increase in computational complexity. This equaliser is also successful in remov-
ing interference from more than one CCI sources, where as the MAP equalisers treating CCI as
AWGN fail. This fuzzy–CCI equaliser can be treated as a fuzzy equaliser with a preprocessor
for CCI suppression, and the preprocessor can be removed under high signal to interference
ratio condition.
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The field of digital data communications has experienced an explosive growth in recent years.
The demand for this form of communication is also on the rise as additional services are being
added to the existing infrastructure. The telephone networks were originally designed for voice
communication but, in recent times, the advances in digital communications using ISDN, data
communications with computers, fax, video conferencing etc. have pushed the use of these
facilities far beyond the scope of their original intended use. Similarly, introduction of digital
cellular radio (DCR) and wireless local area networks (LAN’s) have stretched the limited avail-
able radio spectrum capacity to the limits it can offer. These advances in digital communications
have been made possible by the effective use of the existing communication channels with aid
of signal processing techniques. Nevertheless these advances on the existing infrastructure have
introduced a host of new unanticipated problems.
Bandwidth efficient data communication requires the use of adaptive equalisers. This thesis
deals with the development of fuzzy system based adaptive equalisers to overcome some of the
channel impairments encountered in present day digital communication systems (DCS).
The chapter begins with an exposition of the principal motivation behind the work undertaken
in this thesis. Following this, section 1.3 provides a brief literature survey on equalisation in
general and nonlinear equalisers in particular. Section 1.4 outlines the contributions made in
this thesis. At the end, section 1.5 presents the thesis layout.
1.2 Motivation for work
The revolution in digital communication techniques can be attributed to the invention of the
automatic linear adaptive equaliser in the late 1960’s [1]. From this modest start, adaptive
equalisers have gone through many stages of development and refinement in the last 30 years.
1
Introduction
Early equalisers were based on linear adaptive filter algorithms[2] with or without a decision
feedback. Alternatively maximum likelihood sequence estimator (MLSE)[3] were implemen-
ted using the Viterbi[4, 5] algorithm. One may ask, if scientists and engineers were satisfied
with these forms of equalisers for nearly two decades, what was the necessity of investigat-
ing new equaliser structures? The reason for this can be attributed to the following two main
factors.
Firstly, both forms of the equalisers provided two extremities in-terms of performance achieved
and the computational cost involved. The linear adaptive equalisers are simple in structure and
easy to train but they suffer from poor performance in severe conditions. On the other hand,
the infinite memory MLSE provide good performance but at the cost of large computational
complexity.
Secondly, rapid advances in digital signal processing (DSP) techniques have provided scope for
very large scale integration (VLSI) implementation. These can also be implemented with soft-
ware algorithms for testing. The programming capability of DSP processors make them very
attractive for complex signal processing applications. These features of DSP techniques have
been successfully used in a variety of applications like signal processing, speech processing,
image processing and digital communication to name a few.
Owing to the aforementioned reasons nonlinear equalisers have been investigated in the last
decade resulting in a rich variety of techniques using artificial neural networks (ANN) [6, 7],
radial basis function (RBF) [8, 9] and recurrent networks [10] etc. But the study of new tech-
niques can provide adaptive equalisers which have the advantages of both good performance
and low computational cost. Based on these reasons, this thesis undertakes the development
of fuzzy system based equalisers. Some of the expected advantages of using fuzzy equalisers
stem from the success of fuzzy systems in a variety of signal processing applications including
equalisation [11] and pattern classification [12–15].
1.3 Background literature survey
Nyquist laid the foundation for digital communication over band limited analogue channels
in 1928 [16], with the enunciation of telegraph transmission theory. The research in channel
equalisation started much later in 1960’s and was centred around the basic theory and structure
of zero forcing equalisers. The LMS algorithm by Widrow and Hoff in 1960 [2] paved the
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way for the development of adaptive filters used for equalisation. But it was Lucky [1] who
used this algorithm in 1965 to design adaptive channel equalisers. With the popularisation of
adaptive linear filters in the field of equalisation their limitations were also soon revealed. It
was seen that the linear equaliser, in-spite of best training, could not provide acceptable per-
formance for highly dispersive channels. This led to the investigation of other equalisation
techniques beginning with the MLSE equaliser [3] and its Viterbi implementation[4] in 1970’s.
Another form of the nonlinear equaliser which appeared around the same time was the infinite
impulse response (IIR) form of the linear adaptive equaliser, where the equaliser employs feed-
back [17] and was termed decision feedback equaliser (DFE). The adaptive equalisers for pulse
amplitude modulation (PAM) systems were extended to other complex signalling systems as
well [18]. Other works carried out in this field in 1970’s and 1980’s were the development of
fast convergence and/or computational efficient algorithms like the recursive least square (RLS)
algorithm, Kalman filters[19] and RLS lattice algorithm [20]. Other forms of equalisers like
fractionally spaced equalisers (FSE) [21] were also developed during this period. A review of
the development of equalisers till 1985 is available in [22].
The late 1980’s saw the beginning of development in the field of ANN [10]. The multi layer
perceptron (MLP) based symbol-by-symbol equalisers was developed in 1990 [23, 24]. This
brought new forms of equalisers that were computationally more efficient than MLSE and could
provide superior performance compared to the conventional equalisers with adaptive filters.
Another form of nonlinear processor called the RBFs, which were first used for multidimen-
sional functional interpolation [25], were also used for equalisation applications subsequently
[26, 27]. Subsequent years saw the development of new training algorithms and equaliser struc-
tures using ANN [28, 29] and RBF [30] networks. During this time the application of these net-
works to the equalisation of communication systems with complex signal constellation [31, 32]
was also considered. A comprehensive review of some of these works can be found in [30].
The recent advances in nonlinear equalisers are centred around the application of different
signal processing techniques to equalisation. Some of these are recurrent neural networks [33,
34], recurrent RBF [35] and Mahalonobis classifiers [36]. The development of new training
algorithms [37] for selecting the equaliser structures and, for setting of the equaliser parameters
[38], is an active field of research. Designing low complexity networks [39] is also an area of
interest. Currently use of these signal processing techniques in other digital communication
applications like code division multiple access (CDMA) [40, 41] and spread spectrum [42] is
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also being actively pursued.
1.4 Thesis contributions
This section outlines some of the major contributions of the study presented in this thesis.
This thesis develops fuzzy system based equalisers for DCS. The fuzzy equalisers developed
here can be generally classified as nonlinear equalisers suitable for radio communication ap-
plications where channel dispersions spread over a few symbols. The digital communication
problem is discussed first and the need for an equaliser is established in this context. With
this existing equalisation techniques are reviewed which places the work undertaken here in
context.
The thesis presents a fuzzy implementation of maximum a-posteriori probability (MAP) equal-
isers based on Bayes’s theory. At first a fuzzy equaliser is developed for inter symbol in-
terference (ISI) channels. Here ISI channels are the channels where, during transmission, the
symbols are affected by preceding and succeeding symbols due to the effect of ISI and are addi-
tionally corrupted with additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN). This fuzzy equaliser provides
a parametric implementation of the Bayesian equaliser with advantages in terms of compu-
tational complexity. The Bayesian equaliser can also be implemented using a RBF network
with scalar centres, but the use of fuzzy systems provides a flexibility of designing a wider
variety of equalisers with varying computational complexities. One of the major drawbacks
of the Bayesian equaliser and its RBF implementation is the computational complexity due to
the large number of centres needed to implement the decision function. The fuzzy equaliser
proposed here addresses this issue by providing efficient schemes for subset centre selection to
provide the equaliser decision function.
Subsequently the problem of co-channel interference (CCI) is discussed. In radio communic-
ation systems the problem of CCI limits the equaliser performance when the signal to noise
ratio (SNR) is larger than the signal to interference ratio (SIR). When the SNR is larger than
the SIR an equaliser treating CCI as noise suffers from severe performance degradation and the
performance of the equaliser is limited by the CCI. A Bayesian equaliser designed for a CCI
channel has large computational complexity. Here a CCI channel is defined as a communication
channel where the signal is affected by CCI due from the signal transmitted by other users using
the same carrier frequency. In addition to this the signal is also corrupted due to the effects of
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ISI and AWGN. The fuzzy equaliser developed for ISI channels is modified for CCI mitiga-
tion. This fuzzy–CCI equaliser is shown to provide efficient equalisation where the Bayesian
equaliser treating CCI as AWGN may fail completely. The computational complexity of both
these equalisers is comparable. It is also shown that the fuzzy–CCI equaliser can provide con-
siderable performance gain when a communication channel is corrupted with interference from
more than one co-channel interferers.
The advantage provided by fuzzy equalisers in terms of computational complexity and per-
formance gain can provide efficient equaliser design for DCR applications.
1.5 Thesis outline
The rest of the thesis is organised as follows.
Chapter 2 provides the fundamental concepts of channel equalisation and discusses linear and
nonlinear equalisation techniques. This chapter analyses the channel characteristics that bring
out the need for an equaliser in a communication system. Subsequently an equaliser classific-
ation is presented which puts in context the work undertaken in this thesis. A short review of
linear and nonlinear equalisation techniques is also undertaken.
Chapter 3 is devoted to fuzzy implementations of Bayesian equalisers. This chapter derives
the normalised Bayesian equaliser with scalar channel states (NBESS) and provides a fuzzy
implementation for it. The computational issues relating to the developed fuzzy equaliser are
also addressed and presented. The results of Monte Carlo simulations for bit error ratio (BER)
performance have been presented to demonstrate the performance of the fuzzy equalisers de-
veloped here.
Chapter 4 analyses the problem of CCI in a DCS. The optimal equaliser for CCI channels is
presented and a suboptimal fuzzy–CCI equaliser for this is derived. The results of Monte Carlo
simulation for BER performance have been presented to demonstrate the performance of the
fuzzy–CCI equaliser developed here in relation to some of the other equalisation techniques.






This thesis discusses the development of fuzzy system based channel equalisers for a variety of
channel impairments. In order to establish the context and need for the work undertaken clearly
and coherently, it is necessary to discuss the fundamental concepts involved in various aspects
of this study. This chapter brings out the need for an adaptive equaliser in a DCS and describes
the classification of adaptive equalisers.
This chapter is organised as follows. Following this introduction, section 2.2 discusses the
communication system in general and section 2.3 discusses the propagation channel model in
a DCS, providing the general finite impulse response (FIR) filter model for ISI channels and
CCI channels. Section 2.4 presents a classification of equalisers with emphasis on symbol-by-
symbol equalisers. Section 2.5 derives the decision function for the optimal Bayesian symbol-
by-symbol equaliser for ISI channels. Sections 2.6 and 2.7 provide a short overview of de-
velopments of linear and nonlinear equalisers respectively. Finally, section 2.8 provides the
concluding remarks.
2.2 Digital communication system
The block diagram of a general DCS is presented in Figure 2.1. A DCS, in general, may not
have some of the blocks shown here. The data source constitutes the signal generation sys-
tem that generates the information to be transmitted. Some of the typical examples of this are
telephone, television and computer systems. The work of the encoder in the transmitter is to
encode the information bits before transmission so as to provide redundancy in the system. This
in turn helps in error correction at the receiver end. Some of the typical coding schemes used
are convolutional codes, block codes and grey codes. The encoder does not form an essential
part of the communication system but is being increasingly used. The digital data transmis-
sion requires very large bandwidth. The efficient use of the available bandwidth is achieved
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through the transmitter filter, also called the modulating filter. The modulator on the other
hand places the signal over an high frequency carrier for efficient transmission. Some of the
typical modulation schemes used in digital communication systems are amplitude shift keying
(ASK), frequency shift keying (FSK), pulse amplitude modulation (PAM) and phase shift key-
ing (PSK) modulation. The channel is the medium through which information propagates from











Figure 2.1: Block diagram of a digital communication system
baseband transmitted signal. This demodulated signal is processed by the receiver filter, also
called receiver demodulating filter, which should be ideally matched to the transmitter filter
and channel1. The equaliser in the receiver removes the distortion introduced due to the chan-
nel impairments. The decision device provides the estimate of the encoded transmitted signal.







Reciver filter Equaliser Decision device
Data source Transmitter filter Physical channel
Figure 2.2: Baseband model of digital communication system
This DCS system in Figure 2.1 has all the necessary blocks. But, the analysis of this system
1Normally the channel transfer function is not known to the receiver and may be non-stationary. For this reason
the receiver is matched to the transmitter filter only.
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is very difficult due to the complexity associated with all the subsystems. For this reason com-
munication systems are studied in the baseband frequency. Figure 2.2 presents the equivalent
baseband model of the DCS presented in Figure 2.1. Here the encoder, decoder, modulator and
the demodulators have been removed. This simplified communication system model, while
maintaining the basic principles involved, is easy to analyse.
2.3 Propagation channel
This section discusses the channel impairments that limit the performance of a DCS. The DCS
considered here is shown in Figure 2.2. The transmission of digital pulses over analogue com-
munication channel would require infinite bandwidth2. An ideal physical propagation channel
should behave like an ideal low pass filter represented by its frequency response,
HCf  jHCfj expjf (2.1)
where, HCf represents the Fourier transform (FT) of the channel and  is the phase response
of the channel . The amplitude response of the channel jHCfj can be defined as,
jHCfj 
 jf j  c	 jf j  c (2.2)
where,  is a constant and c is the upper cutoff frequency. The channel group delay charac-
teristic is given by,





where  is an arbitrary constant. The conditions described in (2.2) and (2.3) constitute fixed
amplitude and linear phase characteristics of a channel. This channel can provide distortion
free transmission of analogue signal band limited to c . Transmission of the infinite bandwidth
digital signal over a band limited channel of c will obviously cause distortion. This demands
for the infinite bandwidth digital signal be band limited to at least  c, to guarantee distortion
free transmission. This work is done with the aid of transmitter and receiver filters shown in
2The essential bandwidth of the signal is finite but some portion of signal may extend over infinite bandwidth
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Figure 2.2. The combined frequency response of the physical channel, transmitter filter and the
receiver filter can be represented as,
Hf  HT fHCfHRf (2.4)
where, HT f HCf and HRf represent the FT of transmitter filter, propagation channel
and the receiver filter respectively. When the receiver filter is matched to the combined response
of the propagation channel and the transmitter filter, the system provides optimum signal to
noise ratio (SNR) [43] at the sampling instant. The channel response is generally not known to
the receiver beforehand. For this reason the receiver filter impulse response hRt is generally
matched to the transmitter filter impulse response hT t. This condition can be represented as




where,HT f and hT t are complex conjugates ofHT f and hT t respectively. It is desired
to select Hf so as to minimise the distortion at the output of the receiver filter at sampling
instants. For the ideal channel presented in (2.1), the design of transmitter and receiver filters
is critical for achieving distortion free transmission. One such filter capable of satisfying this
criterion is the raised cosine filter given by,
HTRf 








 jf j  T 
io

T  jf j  T
	 jf j  T
(2.7)
HTRf  HT fHRf (2.8)
where, T is the source symbol period and , 	    , is the excess bandwidth and HTR is
the FT of the combined response of transmitter and receiver filter. The plot of this combined
filter response is presented in Figure 2.3. Figure 2.3(a) and Figure 2.3(b) represents the impulse
response and frequency response of the combined filter respectively. From the Figures 2.3(a)
and 2.3(b), it can be observed that any value of  can provide distortion free transmission if
the receiver output is sampled at the correct time. A sampling timing error causes ISI, which
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Under this condition the channel can provide highest signalling rate 3, T  c . At the other
extreme,    provides a signalling rate equal to reciprocal of the bandwidth, T  c . In this
process selection of  provides a compromise between quality and signalling speed.
Here it has been assumed that the physical channel is an ideal low pass filter (2.1). However, in
reality all physical channels deviate from this behaviour. This introduces ISI even though the
receiver is sampled at the correct time. The presence of this ISI requires an equaliser to provide
proper detection.
In general all types of DCS’s are affected by ISI. Communication systems are also affected by
other forms of distortion. Multiple access techniques give rise to CCI and adjacent channel
interference (ACI) in addition to ISI. The presence of amplifiers in the transmitter and the
receiver front end causes nonlinear distortion. Fibre optic communication systems are also
affected by nonlinear distortion [44]. On the other hand the mobile radio channels are affected
by multi-path fading due to relative motion between the transmitter and receiver [45].
In the following subsections these channel impairments are discussed and the channel models
are presented. These models are used in the later chapters for evaluating equalisation algorithms
that have been presented in this thesis. The discussions in these subsections are limited only to
3This is critical Nyquist criteria
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the channel effects that have been analysed in this thesis.
2.3.1 Inter symbol interference (ISI)
The cascade of the transmitter filter hT t, the channel hCt, the receiver matched filter hRt
and the T -spaced sampler in the communication system shown in Figure 2.2 can be modelled
by a digital FIR filter. The noise at the equaliser input is correlated due to the presence of the
matched filter. To take care of this, and since it is easier to deal with a white noise sequence
in the equaliser, the equaliser is generally preceded by a noise whitening filter. This combined
channel due to the transmitter filter, propagation channel, receiver filter, noise whitening filter
and the T -spaced sampler can be modelled by the digital FIR filter represented in Figure 2.4.











Figure 2.4: Finite impulse response filter channel model
which in turn is formed by the convolution of the transmitted sequence sk with the channel
taps ai, 	  i  nc   and AWGN k. The channel impulse response in the z-domain can






where, the channel provides a dispersion up to nc samples. This discrete time white noise
linear filter model of the continuous channel will be used in the remaining part of the thesis for
evaluation of equaliser algorithms. Here the AWGN, k, is characterised by its variance  .
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2.3.2 Co-channel interference (CCI) and adjacent channel interference (ACI)
CCI and ACI occur in communication systems due to multiple access techniques using space,
frequency or time. When the signal of interest in a communication system is corrupted by
another signal occupying the same frequency band, CCI occurs. However, the source of ACI
can be attributed to inadequate inter carrier spacing and non ideal receiver filter characteristics.
In twisted pair cables CCI occurs due to interference of signals between different twisted pairs
and is termed near end cross talk (NEXT), and far end cross talk (FEXT) [46, 47]. In DCR
the CCI can be attributed to interference from cells of neighbouring clusters using the same
carrier frequency [48] and ACI is due to inter carrier spacing between different cells in time
division multiple access (TDMA) [49] and inter carrier spacing among carriers in the same cell
in FDMA [48, 50, 51] systems. The frequency spectrum of the signals that carry the desired



















Figure 2.5: Spectrum of desired signal, CCI and ACI in DCS
Here the signal of interest occupies a double sided bandwidth of s. The CCI signal also
occupies the same frequency band 4. The ACI signal centre frequency is spaced at aci w.r.t.
the desired carrier. The receiver filter rejects signal beyond R. The guard band provided in the
system is aci  s. From the figure it can be seen that a portion of the signal spectrum in the
neighbouring carrier w.r.t. the signal of interest is received by the receiver filter and this signal
is the main cause of ACI. The main reasons for this ACI can be attributed to non ideal cutoff
characteristics of the receiver filter and close spacing of the carrier frequencies. Discrete time
representation of the channel, the co-channel and the adjacent channel interferers using digital
filters is presented in Figure 2.6. This system consists of a channel Hz corrupted withL, CCI
sources Hco jz,   j  L and B, ACI sources Haci jz,   j  B each of which can be
represented in the form of a FIR filter of the type presented in Figure 2.4. The channel is also
additionally corrupted with AWGN, k. The total CCI and ACI are presented as brcok and
4The CCI generally has a different spectrum
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bracik respectively. Here sk are the transmitted symbols from the desired channel, sik,
  i  L represent the transmitted symbols from the co-channel i and saci jk represent the

























Figure 2.6: FIR filter implementation of channel, CCI and ACI in digital communication sys-
tem
In Chapter 4, a modified form of this channel model will be used for investigating the perform-
ance of fuzzy equalisers in a CCI environment.
2.4 Equaliser classification
This section provides adaptive equaliser classification and specifies the domain of the invest-
igation undertaken in this thesis. The general equaliser classification is presented in Figure
2.7. In general the family of adaptive equalisers can be classified as supervised equalisers
and unsupervised equalisers. The channel distortions introduced into the transmitted signal in
the process of transmission can be conveniently removed by transmitting a training signal or
pilot signal periodically during the transmission of information. A replica of this pilot sig-
nal is available at the receiver and the receiver uses this to update its parameters during the
13
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training period. These kinds of equalisers are known as supervised equalisers. However, the
constraints associated with communication systems like digital television and digital radio do
not provide the scope for the use of a training signal. In this situation the equaliser needs some
form of unsupervised or self recovery method to update its parameters so as to provide near
optimal performance. These equaliser are called blind equalisers. After training, the equaliser
is switched to decision directed mode, where the equaliser can update its parameters based on





Supervised training Unsupervised or Blind training
















Figure 2.7: Adaptive equaliser classification
The process of supervised equalisation can be achieved in two forms. These are sequence
estimation and symbol-by-symbol estimation. The sequence estimator uses the sequence of past
received samples to estimate the transmitted symbol. For this reason this forms of equaliser
is considered as an infinite memory equaliser and is termed MLSE [3]. The MLSE can be
implemented with the Viterbi Algorithm [4]. An infinite memory sequence estimator provides
the best bit error ratio (BER) performance for equalisation of time invariant channels. The
symbol-by-symbol equaliser on the other hand works as a finite memory equaliser and uses a
fixed number of input samples to detect the transmitted symbol. The optimum decision function
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for this type of equaliser is given by MAP criterion and can be derived by Bayes’s theory
[52]. Hence this optimum finite memory equaliser is also called the Bayesian equaliser [53].
An infinite memory Bayesian equaliser can provide a performance better than the MLSE, but
its computational complexity is very large. A finite memory Bayesian equaliser can provide
performance comparable to the MLSE but with a reduced computational complexity [54].
The Bayesian equaliser provides the lower performance bound for symbol-by-symbol equal-
isers in terms of probability of error or BER and can be implemented with linear or nonlinear
systems. The linear adaptive equaliser is a linear FIR adaptive filter [55] trained with an adapt-
ive algorithm like the LMS, RLS or lattice algorithm. These linear equalisers treat equalisation
as inverse filtering and during the process of training optimise a certain performance criteria
like minimum mean square error (MMSE) or amplitude distortion. Linear equalisers trained
with MMSE criterion provide the Wiener filter[56] solution. Recent advances in nonlinear sig-
nal processing techniques have provided a rich variety of nonlinear equalisers. Some of the
equalisers developed with these processing techniques are based on Volterra filters, ANN, per-
ceptrons, MLP, RBF networks, fuzzy filters and fuzzy basis functions. A review of some of
these equalisation techniques can be seen in [28–30]. All of these nonlinear equalisers, during
their training period, optimise some form of a cost function like the MSE or probability of error
and have the capability of providing the optimum Bayesian equaliser performance in terms of
BER. The nonlinear equalisers treat equalisation as a pattern classification process where the
equaliser attempts to classify the input vector into a number of transmitted symbols. The fuzzy
equalisers investigated in this thesis fall into this category.
Another form of nonlinear equaliser that can be constructed with any of the symbol-by-symbol
based equalisers is the DFE, where previously made decisions are used for estimating the
present and the future decisions. This equaliser is also considered as a infinite memory equal-
iser. The conventional DFE using a linear filter is designated as a nonlinear equaliser in a wide
varities of communication literature since the decision function used here forms a nonlinear
combination of the received samples which is, in fact the linear combination of the received
samples and previously detected samples. In this thesis the term nonlinear equalisers is used
exclusively for those equalisers that provide a nonlinear decision function based on received
samples or the received samples along with previously detected samples. The following two
sections analyse some of the linear and nonlinear equalisers in greater detail.
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2.5 Optimal symbol-by-symbol equaliser : Bayesian equaliser
In this section the optimum symbol-by-symbol equaliser decision function is derived. This
equaliser is termed as Bayesian equaliser. To derive the equaliser decision function the discrete
time model of the baseband digital communication system presented in Figure 2.8 is considered.
The channel is modelled as an FIR filter as in Figure 2.4. The equaliser uses an input vector
rk  Rm, them dimensional space. The termm is the equaliser length and the equaliser order
can be considered as m . The equaliser provides a decision function Ffrkg based on the
input vector and this is passed through a decision device to provide the estimate of transmitted
signal bsk  d where d is a delay associated with equaliser decision. The communication
system is assumed to be a two level PAM system where the transmitted sequence sk is drawn
from a independent identically distributed (i.i.d.) sequence comprising of fg symbols. The
noise source k is assumed to be zero mean white Gaussian with a variance of  . The

















sk sk sknc rk rk rkm
k bskd
Figure 2.8: Discret time model of a digital communication system




aisk  i  k
(2.11)
The equaliser performance is described by the probability of misclassification w.r.t. SNR. The
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i is the channel
power. With the assumption that the signal is drawn from an i.i.d. sequence of fg, the signal







The equaliser uses the received signal vector rk  
rk rk      rkm T 
R
m to estimate the delayed transmitted symbol skd. The equaliser with its decision function
and a memoryless detector to quantise the real valued output from decision function Ffrkg,
provides an estimate of the transmitted signal. The memoryless detector is implemented using
a sgnx function given by,
sgn x 
 if x  	 if x  	 (2.14)
The process of equalisation discussed here can be viewed as a classification process in which
the equaliser partitions the input space rk  Rm into two regions corresponding to each of
the transmitted sequences    [24, 53, 57]. The locus of points which separate these two
regions is termed as the decision boundary. The partition which provides the minimum prob-
ability of misclassification is the Bayesian decision boundary derived with the MAP criterion.
2.5.1 Channel states
To derive the Bayesian equaliser decision function the concept of channel states is introduced
first. The equaliser input vector has been defined as rk  
rk rk      rkm
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T Rm and rk  brkk. The vector brk is the noise free received signal vector andbrk  
brk brk     brkmT Rm. Each of these possible noise free received
signal vectors constitutes a channel state. The channel states are determined by the transmitted
symbol vector sk  
sk sk      skmncT  Rmnc. Here brk can
be represented as brk  H
sk, where matrix H  Rmmnc is the channel matrix.
H 
	
a a    anc 	    	    	
	 a    anc anc    	    	
...
...




	 	             a    anc

 (2.15)
Since sk has Ns  mnc combinations, brk has Ns states. These channel states are
constructed with Ns sequences of sk, which can be denoted as,
sjk  
sjk sjk    sjkm nc  T    j  Ns (2.16)
The corresponding channel states are denoted as cj and are given by
cj  brk  H
sjk   j  Ns (2.17)
The channels state matrix Cd  fcjg,   j  Ns, can be partitioned into two subsets







d  fbrk j sk  d  g
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No. cj sk sk   sk   brk brk  
1 c     
2 c     	
3 c    	 	
4 c	    	 
5 c
    	 
6 c    	 	
7 c     	
8 c     
Table 2.1: Channel states calculation for channel Hz  	  	z with m  , d  	
and Ns  




 channel states. Here the
channel states cj  Cd are termed the positive channel states and cj  Cd are termed the
negative channel states.
EXAMPLE 2.1
An example is considered to show the channel states. The channel considered here is
represented by its z-transform,
Hz  Hz  	  	z
 (2.20)
This channel is a non-minimum phase channel with its zero outside the unit circle (loc-
ated at z  	). The equaliser length considered here is m  . This equaliser has
Ns   channel states. The channel states for this equaliser are presented in Table 2.1
and are located at brk with its components taken from scalars 
brkbrk  T .
2.5.2 Bayesian equaliser decision function
The presence of AWGN makes the channel observation vector rk a random process having
a conditional Gaussian density function centred at each noise free received vector brk. Given
this to be the channel state brk  cj ,   j  Ns, the conditional probability density
distribution of the observed vector is,







where kk constitute the Euclidean distance. If the received signal vector is perturbed suffi-
ciently to cross the decision boundary due to the presence of AWGN, mis-classification res-
ults. To minimise the probability of mis-classification for a given received signal vector rk
[52, 58], the transmitted symbol should be estimated based on sk  fg having maximum
a-posteriori probability P sk  d  s j rk. The decision device at the equaliser output
provides a decision
bsk  d  sgn Ffrkg 
  if Ffrkg  	 if Ffrkg  	 (2.22)
where Ffrkg is the Bayesian equaliser decision function that compares the a-posteriori prob-
abilities of the binary transmitted symbol, i.e.,
Ffrkg  P














skd   j rk

are the a-posteriori probabilit-
ies that the transmitted signal is  or respectively, having observed the received signal vec-
tor rk. This function is the Bayesian decision function where Bayes’s rule [52] is applied to
express the a-posteriori probability into the product of the a-priori probabilityP skd  s
and the state conditional probability distribution function (pdf) p

rk j sk  d  s

over
the pdf of rk,
P
















The a-priori and the state conditional probabilities can be calculated in terms of the channel
and the noise statistics. If the transmitted symbol is i.i.d., the a-priori probabilities of the
transmitted signal sk  d, P sk  d   and P sk  d   have equal value of  .
The state conditional pdf prk j sk  d  , is the sum of pdf for each of channel states
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cj  Cd and is described as,
p























where Ns is the a-priori probability of cj . Similarly the conditional p.d.f of p

rk j skd 


can be expressed as,
p




















































The a-priori probabilities of both the transmitted symbols is same and hence the denominator
of both the parts on the right hand side of (2.27) have the same value. Moreover in the process
of equalisation the sign of the decision function is of interest since it is passed through the
sgnx function. With these assumptions, the decision function can be represented as,
Ffrkg  p







































































Removing the scaling term Ns 


m from the right hand side, since the sign of the de-


























where wi  , if ci  Cd and wi  , if ci  Cd . The decision function in (2.30)
represents the Bayesian equaliser decision function. From the decision function it is obvious
that the decision function is nonlinear and is completely specified in terms of the channel states
and the noise characteristics. So, with the knowledge of the channel and the channel noise
statistics, the Bayesian equaliser decision function can be found.
Below an example is considered to demonstrate the calculation of the Bayesian equaliser de-
cision function.
EXAMPLE 2.2
As seen from the decision function of the Bayesian equaliser in (2.30), the optimal
symbol-by-symbol equaliser decision function is dependent on the location of channel
states, the noise statistics and the decision delay. The noise affects the spread associated
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with channel state functions and this controls how fast the decision function approaches
zero. When the noise is Gaussian, its effect on the decision function is not significant.
This feature is presented here first. The system considered here is same as in Example
2.1 where
Hz  	  	z with m   and d  	
This equaliser hasNs   channel states. The channel states for this equaliser are presen-
ted in Table 2.1. The channel states fc c c c	g  Cd and fc



















Figure 2.9: Decision boundary of the Bayesian equaliser for channel Hz  	
	z, m   d  	, with different SNR conditions,  positive channel states
and	 negative channel states
The decision boundary of the Bayesian equaliser for SNR =3 dB, 5 dB, 8 dB and 25 dB
are presented in Figure 2.9 where the positive and negative channel states are presented
with  and 	 symbols respectively. From the decision boundary curves it is seen that, 8
dB to 25 dB change in SNR does not affect the decision boundary appreciably. From the
decision boundary curves it can be inferred that as SNR 
  the decision boundary
can be asymptotically approximated with straight lines.
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The Bayesian equaliser for a given SNR condition provides a set of decision boundaries
for different decision delays. This effect of decision delay on the equaliser decision
boundary is presented next. Figure 2.10 presents the decision boundary for the equaliser




















Figure 2.10: Effect of decision delay on decision boundary for the Bayesian equaliser for for
channel Hz  	 	z, m   and  represents the channel states
c c	g  Cd and fc
 c c cg  Cd . However, when d  , fc c c

cg  Cd and fc c	 c cg  Cd and for d  , fc c c
 cg  Cd and
fc c	 c cg  Cd . From the decision boundary curves it is seen that each set of
combinations of channel states corresponding to Cd and C

d provide different decision
boundaries. It is interesting to note that the decision boundary for d 1 and 2, the groups
of positive and negative channel states are linearly separable. But for d  	 these states
are nonlinearly separable. From the figure it is also observed that increasing the delay
for this non-minimum phase channel5 makes the decision boundary more linear. This
accounts for better performance of the linear equalisers for these types of channel with
maximum permissible delay [59], since the linear equalisers can only provide a linear
decision boundary.
5Non-minimum phase channel has all its zeros outside the unit circle in z-plane
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2.6 Symbol-by-symbol linear equalisers
This section introduces the concept of the linear equaliser. As discussed in section 2.4, the
linear equalisers in this thesis refer to equalisers that provide a decision based on the linear
combination of the input to the equaliser. If decision feedback is employed, the linear equaliser
provides a decision function based on the linear combination of received samples and previ-
ously detected samples. The structure of a linear equaliser is presented in Figure 2.11. The
equaliser consists of a T -spaced tapped delay line (TDL) which receives the receiver sampled
input vector rk  
rk rk       rk  m  T and provides an output yk by
weighted sum computation of input vector rk with weight vector w. The output is computed




wi rk  i (2.31)
The weight vectorw optimises one of the performance criteria like zero forcing (ZF) or MMSE


















Figure 2.11: Structure of a linear equaliser
The ZF criteria is defined as the worst case ISI at the output of the equaliser. The condition for
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Here Cz is the equaliser impulse response. With this, the combined equaliser and the channel
response is zero for all but one coefficient. From the equaliser condition presented in (2.32) it
can be seen that, for FIR channels, the equaliser is realisable when the zeros of the channel are
inside the unit circle in the z-plane. When the zeros are outside the unit circle, the equaliser
becomes unstable and hence unrealisable. Equalisation of this type of channel can be overcome
by the introduction of a nonzero decision delay d [59].
The MMSE criteria provides equaliser tap coefficientswk to minimise the mean square error
at the equaliser output before the decision device. This condition can be represented as
J  Ejekj (2.33)
ek  sk  d yk (2.34)
where ek is the error associated with filter output yk. The equaliser designed using ZF cri-
teria neglects the effect of noise. However, the MMSE criteria optimises the equaliser weights
for minimising the MMSE under noise and ISI. Minimisation of MMSE criteria provides equal-
isers that satisfy the Wiener criterion [56]. The evaluation of the equaliser weights with this
criteria requires computation of matrix inversion and the knowledge of the channel, which in
most cases is not available. However, adaptive algorithms like LMS [2] and RLS[55] can be
used to recursively update the equaliser weights during the training period. the convergence
properties and the performance of linear equalisation techniques have been well documented in
the literature [22, 43, 60].
A DFE [61] using a linear filter is presented in Figure 2.12. This equaliser is characterised by
its feed forward lengthm and the feedback order q. The equaliser uses m feed forward samples
and q feedback samples from the previously detected samples. The feedback signal vectorbsk  
bsk d  bsk d      bsk d qT is associated with feedback weight





      w
f
q
T . The feedback section in the equaliser helps to remove
the ISI contribution from the estimated symbols. This equaliser provides better performance
than the conventional feed forward linear equaliser. When there is an error in the decision the



















Figure 2.12: Structure of a linear decision feedback equaliser
that the equalisers can recover from this condition automatically and error propagation does not
pose a considerable problem.
2.7 Symbol-by-symbol adaptive nonlinear equalisers
Some of the popular forms of nonlinear equalisers are introduced in this section. Nonlinear
equalisers treat equalisation as a nonlinear pattern classification problem and provide a decision
function that partitions the input spaceRm to the number of transmitted symbols. As a result the
equaliser assigns the input vector to one of the signal constellations. The nonlinear equalisers
introduced in this section are based on the RBF networks and the ANN. Some of the other
forms of nonlinear equalisers based on the recurrent RBF [35], the recurrent ANN [34], the
Volterra filters [62], the functional link networks [63] and Mahalobonis classifiers [36] have
not been discussed. This section also presents an introduction to fuzzy systems and adaptive
fuzzy filters and their use as equalisers. Other fuzzy schemes like neuro fuzzy filter [12], ANN
trained with fuzzy reasoning [64] have not been analysed.
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2.7.1 Radial basis function equaliser
The RBF network was originally developed for interpolation in multidimensional space [9, 25,
65]. The schematic of this RBF network with m inputs and a scalar output is presented in
Figure 2.13. This network can implement a mapping frbf  Rm





Where xk  Rm is the input vector,  is the given function fromR toR,wi,   i  Nr
are weights and i  Rm are known as RBF centres. This RBF structure can be extended for
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Figure 2.13: A radial basis function network for signal processing applications






























Here, the parameter r controls the radius of influence of each basis functions and determines
how rapidly the function approaches 	 with . The Gaussian and the inverse multi-quadratic
kernel provide bounded and localised properties such that  
 	 as  
 . Broom-
head and Lowe [8] reinterpreted the RBF network as a least square estimator which led to its
wide spread use in signal processing applications such as time series prediction [26, 66], system
identification[67, 68], interference cancellation[69], radar signal processing[70], pattern classi-
fication[71] and channel equalisation[27,72]. In signal processing applications the RBF inputs
are presented through a TDL. Training of the RBF networks involves setting the parameters for
the centres i, spread r and the linear weights wi. The RBF networks are easy to train since
the training of centres, spread parameter and the weights can be done sequentially and the net-
work offers a nonlinear mapping, maintaining its linearity in parameter structure at the output
layer. One of the most popular schemes employed for training the RBF in a supervised manner
is to estimate the centres using a clustering algorithm like the -means clustering and setting  r
to an estimate of input noise variance calculated from the centre estimation error. The output
layer weights can be trained using popular stochastic gradient LMS algorithm. Other schemes
for RBF training involve selecting a large number of candidate centres initially and use the or-
thogonal least squares (OLS) [26] algorithm to pick a subset of the centres that provides near
optimal performance. The MLP back propagation algorithm can also be used[72] to train the
RBF centres.
In early RBF equalisers [27] the RBF centres were selected at random, picked from a few of the
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initial input vectors. The weights were updated using supervised training by the LMS algorithm
or its momentum version [73]. This resulted in equalisers with large number of centres making
the network computationally complex. Chen proposed the OLS algorithm [26, 74] for selecting
an optimum number of centres from a large number of candidate centres, resulting in near
optimal performance. Subsequently, the close relationship between the RBF network and the
Bayesian equaliser was found [57] and this provided the parametric implementation of the
Bayesian equalisers with the RBF. In these equalisers supervised -means clustering [68, 75]
provides the estimate of the centres while linear weights are estimated using the LMS algorithm.
With the development of RBFs that could handle complex signals [31], they were used for
equalisation in communication systems with complex signal constellation [32]. Cha proposed
the stochastic gradient algorithm [76] to adapt all the RBF parameters and used this technique
to equalise 4-QAM digital communication systems.
A deeper examination of the RBF decision function in (2.35), in conjunction with a Gaussian
kernel (2.39), and the Bayesian equaliser decision function in (2.30) shows that both of these
functions are similar. The RBF network can provide a Bayesian decision function by setting
the RBF centres, i, to channel states, ci, RBF spread parameter, r , to channel noise variance,
 , and the linear weights wi   if ci  Cd and wi   if ci  Cd . This provides the
optimum RBF network as an equaliser. In this implementation the channel state vectors ci can
be estimated using supervised -means clustering or alternatively they can be calculated from
an estimate of the channel.
The RBF equaliser can provide optimal performance with small training sequences but they
suffer from computational complexity. The number of RBF centres required in the equal-
iser increases exponentially with equaliser order and the channel delay dispersion order. This
increases all the computations exponentially. Some of these issues have been discussed in
[36, 77]. In a varied implementation [78] the RBF with scalar centres results in a reduction of
computational complexity. The issues relating to the RBF equaliser design have been discussed
extensively in [30].
2.7.2 Neural network equalisers
Neural networks are nonlinear processing elements like biological neurons and possess univer-
sal approximation capabilities [79]. One of the popular forms of neural networks used in signal
processing applications is the MLP. The basic building block of a MLP is a neuron presented
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in Figure 2.14(a). The neuron receives an m-dimensional real input vector xk  Rm and
computes a weighted sum with its weight vector w  
w w     wmT , and adds a
threshold weight . The resulting output is passed through a node activation function . The



























Figure 2.14: Structure of a neuron
An MLP constitute a number of processing neurons organised in layers. All the neurons in a
layer are fully connected to the neurons in the preceding and succeeding layers. There is no
interconnection among the neurons in the same layer. There is also no interconnection between
the neurons in layers beyond the preceding and the succeeding layers in an MLP. In equalisation
applications input to the MLP is presented through a set of tapped delay lines and the output
layer has a single neuron. The structure of a MLP for this is presented in Figure 2.15. The
m-dimensional received signal vector rk  
rk rk       rk  m  T forms
the input to the MLP. The equaliser consists of n layers of neurons with N to Nn neurons
in each layer and Nn  . The network output is passed through a hard limiter to determine
the estimated signal bsk  d. A two layer neural network is sufficient to model any nonlinear
system but the number of elements needed for this two layer network may be large [79]. For
this reason a three layers MLP should provide reasonable performance with relatively smaller
number of elements.
Training an MLP equaliser involves estimating proper weights and thresholds. The MLP equal-
iser can be trained in a supervised manner using the back propagation (BP) [80] algorithm. Siu























Figure 2.15: An MLP equaliser
could provide better performance than linear equalisers with decision feedback. On similar
lines Gibson et. al. also proposed an MLP equaliser [24]. Subsequently MLP equalisers have
been developed for equalisation of a number of systems. Some examples are channels with
nonlinear distortion [81], quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK) [82] communication systems,
satellite channels with nonlinear distortion with MQAM [83] signal constellation, satellite radio
channels [84], indoor radio channels [85], combined equalisation and decoding [86], fibre optic
communication systems [44] and data storage equalisation [87]. Chen et. al. [53] showed that
MLP equalisers can provide the nonlinear decision boundary associated with the MAP equal-
iser. MLP has also been used for co-channel interference suppression[88]. In spite of its good
performance, MLPs have raised many controversial issues that need to be addressed. Some of
these are as under.
 There has been very little understanding on the relationship between the network archi-
tecture and the communication problem. Hence the networks turn out to be very bulky.
 The high degree of nonlinearity of MLPs makes their theoretical analysis of the perform-
ance with respect to adaptation parameters difficult, and hence training parameters are
generally selected by trial and error.
 No relationship has been derived between the MLP and the optimal Bayesian equalisers.
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 The equaliser training starts with random weight initialisation and there is no method
guaranteeing proper weight convergence.
 The BP algorithm optimises the weights with the MMSE criterion and also require long
training time. The optimum equalisation criteria is based on minimum error probability
which is different from MMSE criteria.
 The computational complexity of the MLP is large.
Attempts have been made to address some of these issues in recent years[29]. The develop-
ment of fast training schemes based on Kalman filters [89] and other least squares (LS) training
schemes [90] provides better convergence at the cost of computational complexity. Training
schemes to optimise minimum BER of neural network equalisers using fuzzy decision learn-
ing have also been developed [64]. Algorithms for training ANN equalisers to achieve MLSE
performance with minimum BER criterion involving conditional distributed learning [37], Hop-
field networks with mean field annealing [91], cellular neural networks with hardware annealing
[92–94] have shown better equaliser performance. A single layer neural network can provide
nonlinear mapping if sufficient order of nonlinearity is incorporated in the input [95]. With
this a number of neural equalisers using single layer architecture with polynomial perceptron
[96, 97], functional link perceptron [63, 88, 98–100], polynomial lattice equalisers [101] and
perceptron equalisers with multilevel sigmoidal perceptron [102] have been developed. Some
of the issues relating to the design of MLP structure for equalisation applications have been
addressed in [38]. A review of neural network techniques for equalisation problem is presented
in [28, 29].
2.7.3 Fuzzy and neuro fuzzy equalisers
Fuzzy systems or fuzzy logic6 system is the name for systems which have a direct relationship
with fuzzy concepts(like fuzzy sets, linguistic variables) and fuzzy logic [103, 104]. The basic
building block of a fuzzy logic system is presented in Figure 2.16. Here the fuzzifier converts
the real world crisp input sample xik to a fuzzy output F li described by the membership
function li. This provides the degree to which the the input scalar xik belongs to the fuzzy
set F li . The inference engine provides the relationship between the fuzzy input in terms of
6In the literature it is also commonly referred to as fuzzy logic controller
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membership functions and the fuzzy output of the controller using a set of IF    THEN   
rules derived from the rule base. The rule l in the fuzzy rule base can be defined as
Rl  IF x is F
l
 and ... and xn is F
l
n THEN y is G
l (2.41)
The defuzzifier converts the inferences Gl to provide the crisp output yk. Generally in a
fuzzy system the rule base is generated in advance with expert knowledge of the system under
consideration. However, recently [105] online learning properties have been introduced which
provide scope for training. This feature in fuzzy systems is achieved with the adaptation and
learning block that uses the available information in the system. The available linguistic rules
can also be applied in the adaptation algorithm. These types of systems are also called adaptive
neuro fuzzy filters(ANFF)[12] and they possesses the ability to incorporate training like neural
networks and can also use rule bases from human experts as in fuzzy systems. The adaptive
fuzzy systems have been applied to a variety of engineering applications[106] such as medical
diagnostics, image processing, pattern classification [107, 108], clustering [109] control applic-
ations [110–112] and time series forecasting [113] etc. Wang et. al. [114] presented fuzzy
i
l
F  ( )x G






















Crisp input Crisp outputDefuzzifier
Teacher
y(k)
Figure 2.16: A typical fuzzy logic system
basis functions (FBF) and used a combination of these functions for universal approximation
and later on used them as a fuzzy filter [11] for channel equalisation. Based on these con-
cepts other fuzzy filter based equalisers were developed for different applications [115–119].
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Other forms of fuzzy equalisers were presented in [120]. Nie[121] proposed a learning al-
gorithm to reduce the number of rules used in the equaliser proposed in [11]. Gan [122, 123]
proposed fuzzy techniques for the adjustment of the step size in the LMS algorithm and a sim-
ilar technique was used [124] for step size adjustment of LMS algorithm for equalisation of
high definition television (HDTV) systems. Lin and Juang [12, 125] developed the ANFFs and
used it for equalisation and noise reduction. This ANFF constructs its rule base in a dynamic
way with the training samples. These ANFF provide scope to design nonlinear filters that are
computationally simple and can accept linguistic variables from expert systems.
Most of the fuzzy equalisers developed in the recent years have structures similar to the LMS or
RLS fuzzy filters proposed in [11]. An equaliser based on fuzzy RLS filters is computationally
complex and the rule base grows exponentially with the number of rules in each dimension. On
the other hand the LMS filter, though computationally simpler than its counterpart, suffers from
performance degradation if initial parameters are not selected properly. This thesis presents the
development of similar forms of fuzzy equaliser that alleviates the problems associated with
fuzzy equalisers in [11] and subsequently a modified form of this filter is designed for CCI
mitigation.
2.8 Conclusion
In this chapter the optimum symbol-by-symbol equaliser decision function was derived and
its implementation using the RBF was presented. Other forms of nonlinear equalisers using
the ANN and fuzzy techniques have also been introduced. The fuzzy equalisers and ANFF
introduced here are used in subsequent chapters for deriving the fuzzy implementation of the
Bayesian equaliser. The concept of CCI was also introduced in this chapter. The equalisation
of CCI channels using fuzzy filters is discussed in Chapter 4.
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Chapter 3
Fuzzy Implementation of Bayesian
Equalisers
3.1 Introduction
Channel equalisation is a nonlinear classification problem. Even when the channel is linear,
the equalisation problem is still a nonlinear one. This was shown in Chapter 2. Under many
circumstances the nonlinear decision boundary can be approximated by a linear boundary. This
is the best performance a linear equaliser can provide and therefore it suffers from performance
degradation. Owing to this suboptimal performance of linear equalisers, it is always desirable
to explore new nonlinear equalisation algorithms that can provide a performance trade off with
computational complexity against the optimal MAP Bayesian equaliser.
This chapter discusses the development of a new fuzzy nonlinear equaliser which can be con-
sidered as a fuzzy implementation of the Bayesian equaliser. The chapter addresses the issues
described in following steps:
 The fuzzy implementation of the Bayesian equaliser is derived and its performance is
evaluated and compared with the optimal Bayesian equaliser using BER as the perform-
ance criterion.
 Computational complexity issues of the fuzzy equaliser are presented.
 The concept of subset state selection in the fuzzy implemented Bayesian equaliser is
presented.
The chapter organisation is as follows. Following this, section 3.2 introduces the design of a
fuzzy adaptive filter. Section 3.3 develops the normalised form of Bayesian equaliser1 with
scalar channel states. Sections 3.4 develops the fuzzy equaliser design, while section 3.5 and
1The decision function for the Bayesian equaliser was presented in section 2.5
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3.6 discuss its training and computational complexity issues respectively. Some simulation
results are presented in section 3.7. The chapter ends with the concluding remarks.
3.2 Fuzzy adaptive filter and LMS algorithm
The fuzzy adaptive filter (FAF) was originally proposed by Wang and Mendel [11]. Fuzzy
filters are nonlinear filters that can incorporate fuzzy IF    THEN    rules from a human
expert system. Wang and Mendel had proposed two types of fuzzy filters [11], the RLS fuzzy
filter and the LMS fuzzy filter. The fuzzy filter presented in this thesis has a structure similar to
the RLS filter proposed in [11] and the equaliser is trained with the LMS algorithm.
The filter considered here maps a real input vectorRm
 Rwith the function
ffaffxkg  U  Rm
 R (3.1)
where xk  
xk xk     xik     xmkT , xik  U  
gi  gi  is the input
to the fuzzy filter and gi  g

i are the minimum and maximum limits for the input scalars xik.
Here ffaffxkg is the FAF output, corresponding to the filter input xi. The filter minimises





yi ffaf fxig (3.2)
where yi is the desired filter output corresponding to the filter input xi and ek is the sum
of the error squares that needs to be minimised.
3.2.1 Filter design
A filter with an input vector of length m having a scalar output is considered. Each element of
the filter input is fuzzified with a Gaussian membership function. The membership function for
the inputs can be represented as
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where ji and 
j
i are the jth centre and spread parameters respectively corresponding to input
scalar xi,   i  m such that the input space xi  U  
gi  gi  is completely covered. These
parameters once selected remain fixed and the input xi is associated with the membership func-
tions i  

i      
Mi
i , so that the filter is characterised by a total of
Pm
iMi membership
functions. The filter consists of fuzzy IF    THEN    rules of the form
R
   IF x is F

 x is F

    xm is F

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where each of the terms i i     im are single indices each ranging from  to Mi respect-
ively. The filter considered here finds the following nonlinear function of the membership
































where ki i 			  im is the weight associated with the fuzzy IF    THEN    rule
Ri i 			  im.
The weight parameter kii			im is updated during the adaptation procedure so as to min-
imise the desired cost function in (3.2). Using the LMS algorithm to update the filter parameter
kii			im,
k  ii im  kiiim   yk  ffaffxkgfxkg
iiim (3.5)
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Here, xii			im is the input to the filter weight ii			 im,  is the learning rate and
j j     jm constitute single indices. The filter function in (3.4) finds a weighted sum of all
possible combinations of the products of the membership functions, taking one from each input,
and this sum is scaled with the sum of all possible product combinations of the membership
functions taking one from each input. Since the membership functions are Gaussian in nature
the term in the denominator of the filter function will be non-zero, making the filter realisable.
Here it can be seen that the term fxkgii			im is a FBF [114] with singleton fuzzifier,
Gaussian membership function, product inference and centre of gravity (COG) defuzzifier. A
combination of these basis functions can be used for universal approximation [114]. With the
use of different types of membership functions, inference rules and defuzzification processes a
variety of fuzzy filters can be designed to optimise any arbitrary function. Each of the FBF’s






The effect of normalisation in FBF provides characterisation of local and global properties. It is
well established in neural literature [126, 127] that the Gaussian RBF is good at characterising
local properties and that the neural networks with sigmoid nonlinearities are good at charac-
terising global properties. The fuzzy filter designed in this section will have the capabilities to
optimise both local and global properties. The relationship of the FBF with other form of basis
functions like RBF and PNN have been discussed in [128, 129].
3.3 Normalised Bayesian equaliser with scalar states (NBESS)
The communication system discussed in this chapter was presented in Figure 2.8. This com-
munication system is again presented here in Figure 3.1 for convenience. The equaliser is
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Figure 3.1: Discrete time model of a digital communication system
characterised by its feed forward length m and decision delay d and it does not use decision










where Ns is the number of channel states, equal to ncm whilewi are the weights associated
with each of the channel states and wi   if ci  Cd and wi   if ci  Cd . It is
also observed that each of the channel states has m components which can be represented as
ci 
h
ci ci ci     cim
iT
 Rm. This Bayesian equaliser presented in (3.8) can be
implemented with RBF networks [57]. In line with the normalised RBF proposed by Cha et.al.
[69], a normalised Bayesian equaliser, which estimates the transmitted symbols themselves















2This equaliser decision function was derived in Section 2.5
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where (3.9) is the decision function of the Bayesian equaliser in (3.8) which has been normal-





3.3.1 Effects of normalisation
The equaliser presented in (3.8) can be implemented with a RBF network [57] and the nor-
malised form of this in (3.9) can be implemented with a normalised RBF [69]. The effect of
normalisation in RBF networks has been analysed in [130]. The application of the normalised
RBF to Channel equalisation application is similar to interference cancellation discussed in
[69]. The following characteristics of this problem makes the decision function immune to the
ill effects of normalisation [130]:
 In equalisation applications, the network decision function FNBAY frkg (3.9) is passed
through a memoryless detector to recover the transmitted symbol bsk  d which has a
discrete constellation. The sign of the decision function output is enough to provide the
final decision.
 The decision boundary corresponds to the locus of points in the decision surface for
which FNBAY frkg  	, and this does not change with normalisation since the spread
associated with each of the channel states or RBF centres is uniform and equal to .
An example is considered below to show the effects of normalisation in Bayesian equaliser
decision function.
EXAMPLE 3.1
The channel and equaliser order considered in the example is same as considered in
Example 2.1. Here
Hz  Hz  	  	z
 with m   d  	 and SNR   dB (3.10)
The channel states for the equalisers have been presented in Table 2.1.
The decision function provided by the Bayesian equaliser and the normalised Bayesian
equaliser are presented in Figure 3.2(a) and 3.2(b) respectively. From Figure 3.2(a) it is
seen that the Bayesian equaliser decision function has 4 peaks corresponding to channel
states cj  Cd ,   j   and 4 valleys corresponding to cj  Cd ,   j  .
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(b) Normalised Bayesian Equaliser
Figure 3.2: Effect of normalisation in Bayesian equaliser decision function withHz  	
	z, m  , d  	 and SNR=15 dB
When the equaliser input is far from all of the channel states, the decision function due to
contributions from all the channel states is nearly equal and approaches 	. The decision
function of the normalised Bayesian equaliser provides only 2 discrete outputs providing
a decision of    corresponding to the transmitted sample sk. It also provides a
nonzero output of   when the input is far from all the channel states.
The decision function of the Bayesian equaliser in (3.8) and (3.9) needs the channel states. The
channel states can be estimated during the training period. The equaliser decision function in
(3.9) reveals that the equaliser contains Ns channel states, each of m dimensions. The number
of scalar channel states for any channel is M  nc . Each of the m components of the Ns
channel states are taken from the set of M scalar channel states which form the estimate of
noise free received scalars. Rewriting the squared norm of the exp in (3.9) as a summation
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where cil is the l component of channel state ci, corresponding to the input scalar rk l
and the Euclidean distance kk has been replaced by the absolute distance jj since the arguments
used are scalars. This equaliser is termed as the NBESS.
Equations (3.9) and (3.11) provide alternative realisations of the Bayesian equaliser decision
function. In (3.9) the Euclidean distance between the input vector rk and each of the channel
states ci is first calculated. The result is then scaled by  and the exponential function
is evaluated. These are linearly combined to provide the decision function. Alternatively in
(3.11), the square of scalar distances are first calculated, scaled by  and the exponen-
tial function evaluated. The exponential functions associated with particular channel states are
linearly combined to form the channel states output. These are linearly combined with asso-
ciated weights to provide the equaliser decision function. Both of these functions require the
knowledge of channel states for estimating the decision function. It was noted in [131] that
(3.11) may be preferable to (3.9) for implementation. This approach is adopted here.
Each of the components cil of channel states ci is taken from the scalar channel states Cj ,
  i  M . This relationship between the channel states and the scalar channel states can be
represented as
cil  Cj with   i  Ns 	  l  m and   j M (3.12)
and is described in the following example.
EXAMPLE 3.2
The process of the generation of channel states from the scalar channel states is presented
here in this example. The channel considered here is
Hz  Hz  	  	z
 (3.13)
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The equaliser with length m   and decision delay d  	 is considered. The optimal
equaliser for this system has Ns  ncm   channel states and M  nc  
scalar channel states. These scalar channel states are presented in Table 3.1. The channel
states for the equaliser along with the combination of scalar channel states that form the
channel states are presented in Table 3.2.
j Cj sk sk   brk
1 C   
2 C   	
3 C   	
4 C	   
Table 3.1: The scalar channel state calculation for channel Hz  	  	z, M  
Here each of the channel states is a vector of order 3. Each of the components of the
Ns   channel states is taken from the scalar channel states presented in Table 3.1.
From Table 3.2 it can be seen that estimation of the scalar channel states only can provide













   i  Ns
(3.14)
With the knowledge of the scalar channel states and the signal vector sk generating the
scalar channel states, the channel states can be estimated and the equaliser in (3.11) can
be constructed. This equaliser can be implemented using a normalised RBF with scalar
centres[78].
With this understanding of process of the the formation of the channel states from scalar channel
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No. sk sk  sk   sk  ci
brk brk  brk 
ci ci ci
ci ci ci
1     c    C C C
2     c   	 C C C
3     c  	 	 C C C
4     c	  	  C C C	
5     c
 	 	  C C C
6     c 	 	 	 C C C
7     c 	  	 C C	 C
8     c 	   C C	 C	
9     c 	   C C C
10     c 	  	 C C C
11     c 	 	 	 C C C
12     c 	 	  C C C	
13     c  	  C	 C C
14     c	  	 	 C	 C C
15     c
   	 C	 C	 C
16     c    C	 C	 C	
Table 3.2: The channel states calculation for channel Hz  	  	z with m  ,
d  	, Ns   and M  









generated from the l   scalar components of the channel states ci, corresponding to the








in (3.9). Here the equaliser decision function presented in
(3.15) can also be considered as a linear combination of nonlinear basis functions like the RBF
and the FBF.
3.4 Fuzzy implementation of Bayesian equaliser
The FAF presented in Section 3.2, was proposed by Wang and Mendel [11]. This filter in
conjunction with the RLS training algorithm, was used for equalisation. For equalisation the
number of fuzzy sets Mi for each input are set equal so that M  M      Mm 
M . In [11] the membership function centres ji  	  j  M , of the FAF were selected
uniformly in the signal space 
gi  g

i  and the spread parameter 
j
i associated with each of the
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membership functions were set to arbitrary uniform values  . The number of fuzzy sets M
corresponding to each of the inputs were selected to provide good performance. This scheme
of using the same set of membership function centres for each of the dimensions of the signal
positions the FBF’s in a regular grid in the multidimensional space Rm. The use of a large
number of basis functions made the equaliser complex and the RLS training scheme increased
the complexity of the equaliser during training. Based on this idea Lee [115] proposed a fuzzy
decision feedback equaliser where the fuzzy equaliser centres were positioned at scalar channel
states, and the equaliser used a subset of the available Mm FBFs depending on the state of the
feedback vector bsfk  
bsk  d   bsk  d       bsk  d  qT , where q is the
feedback order. This process of using a subset of the Nc basis functions reduces computational
complexity. Later, complex fuzzy filters with a similar architecture were used in a variety of
equalisation applications [116, 117]. All these equalisers used M m FBFs working as fuzzy
IF    THEN    rules. In this form the complexity of the equalisers is related exponentially
to the number of scalar channel states. The scalar channel states are exponentially related to the
signal constellation and channel length. This accounted for the high computational complexity
of fuzzy equalisers making them unsuitable for high speed digital communication applications.
3.4.1 Fuzzy implementation
The FAF discussed earlier is used here to derive the fuzzy implementation of the Bayesian
equaliser. The FAF presented in (3.4), along with its membership function in (3.3), is used
to derive the fuzzy implementation of Bayesian equaliser. Setting the membership function
centres in (3.3) to scalar channel states, spread parameter to channel noise variance and using


































ii 			 im are free design parameters of the filter which are adjusted during the
training process. Here Nc corresponds to all possible combinations of the membership function
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taking one from each input scalar and Nc  Mm. The membership functions are given by

j




 jrk i Cj j


where   j M and 	  l  m 
(3.18)
The equaliser receives its input from a TDL. Here the membership function centres for each
of the inputs are placed in the same position and all the centres use a uniform spread para-
meter. Under this condition the membership function corresponding to rk l  will be the




i k  
j
ik   with   i  m  (3.19)













where j represents the l   th component of fuzzy IF    THEN    rule i. This cor-
responds to the IF part of the fuzzy rule rk  l given as F jl . On observing the decision
functions of the NBESS (3.15) and the fuzzy equaliser (3.17) it can be seen that the NBESS has
Ns  
ncm basis functions and the fuzzy equaliser has Nc  Mm  nc
m basis func-
tions. The number of basis functions in NBESS (3.15) is a subset of the basis functions in the
fuzzy equaliser of (3.17), since the centres of the basis functions in (3.16), and the membership
function centres in (3.18), are positioned at the same points and the centre spread parameters
are uniformly set to . By comparing the equaliser functions in (3.15) and (3.17) it is seen
that Nc Ns rules are trivial rules which can be neglected to provide optimal performance.
These Ns rules can be extracted from the knowledge of the combination of scalar channel states
forming the channel states. With this, the weights corresponding to Ns terms of the fuzzy filter
can be assigned   depending on the values of wi in NBESS. Hence, the fuzzy equaliser
in (3.17) can also be represented by (3.15) where only Ns FBFs out of the possible Nc func-
tions are used. This reduces the computations involved with N c Ns FBFs and provides the
optimum decision function.
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The membership function in (3.16) involves evaluation of mNs membership functions for the
equaliser. This involves calculation of the membership function for each component of m di-
mensionalNs channel states with respect to the input scalars. It can be seen from Table 3.1 that
the scalar components of channel states are given by cil  Cj ,   j  M . Thus calculation
of mM membership functions w.r.t. scalar channel states Cj can provide the required mNs
membership functions. The combination of these can provide the channel states. This process
has been presented in Table 3.2. The equaliser needs to evaluate onlyM membership functions.
The membership function in (3.16) can be described as
il  jl where   i  Ns   j M and 	  l  m 

























il  jl (3.23)
3.4.2 Fuzzy equaliser structure
The structure of the fuzzy equaliser is presented in Figure 3.3. Here, the incoming signal sample
is presented to the membership function generator. Each of the components of the membership
function generator produces an output jl , characterised by its centres C
j
l which are positioned
at the scalar channel states. Here j represents the fuzzy centre at the scalar channel states. The
membership functions from rk i ,   i  m  are generated by passing the membership
function from rk through a TDL.
The inference block of the equaliser has Ns fuzzy IF    THEN    rules with product
inference and the rule base is generated from the information of the combination of scalar
channel states forming the channel states. Each of these rules uses only one of the  jl terms
corresponding to each of the m inputs to the equaliser. The output of the inference units are
suitably weighted and added to provide a and b which provide the function of the defuzzifier.
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The output of the equaliser is computed by the equaliser function presented in (3.15) which is
a ba b. The output of the decision function passed through sgnx in (2.14) forms the


































Figure 3.3: Structure of fuzzy implemented Bayesian equaliser
EXAMPLE 3.3
The channel considered here is Hz  	  	z. The equaliser is characterised by
m  , d  	 and SNR= 8 dB. This provides Ns   channel states and M   scalar
channel states. The channel states for this equaliser have been presented in Table 2.1.
It is also seen that the m-dimensional Ns channel states take their components from the
available M scalar channel states. The weights wi of the equaliser decision function are
 for c c c c	 and  for c
 c c c.
For fuzzy implementation the centres for membership functions are positioned at scalar
channel states  	 	 and . The membership functions    and
	 corresponding to rk , are delayed samples of    and 	 corresponding
to rk. The inference block consist of Ns   fuzzy IF    THEN    rules. Here
    

   	  

 
    







     

     

 and 	    
	
.
The products    		 constitute the rules for C

d , are added
to provide a and 

    constitute the rules for C

d and are
added to provide b. The calculation of the decision function is straight-forward.
The decision boundary of this equaliser is presented in Figure 3.4. Figure 3.4(a) presents
the decision boundary of the fuzzy equaliser and the Bayesian equaliser when the channel
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(b) Fuzzy equaliser with estimated channel states
and Bayesian equaliser with actual channel states
Figure 3.4: Fuzzy equaliser decision boundary for channelHz  	 	z with m  ,
d  	 and SNR= 8 dB. positive channel states and 	 negative channel states
states and noise statistics are known, whereas in Figure 3.4(b) the fuzzy equaliser uses
the estimated channel states and noise statistics and the Bayesian equaliser uses the true
channel parameters. The positive and negative channel states are shown with  and 	
respectively. A study of the decision boundaries shows that, the fuzzy equaliser is able
to provide a near optimal decision boundary even at a low SNR of 8 dB.
The fuzzy equaliser developed here, uses FBF with product inference and COG defuzzifier.
Owing to the close relationship of this fuzzy equaliser with the Bayesian equaliser, the NBESS
has been implemented using a RBF network with scalar centres [78]. However, the use of
a fuzzy system to implement this equaliser provides the possibility of using other forms of
inference rules and defuzzification processes. This can provide some of the alternate forms of
fuzzy implementation of the Bayesian equaliser.
3.4.3 Alternate forms of fuzzy equalisers
Minimum inference
The fuzzy equaliser discussed above works with a product inference type of rule base where the
output of each of the Ns inference rules is generated using the product rule. It is also seen from
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the membership function generator (3.18) that the membership for any input is 	  jl  .
Hence the output of any of the inference rules will be in the range 	  and will always be less
than the smallest membership function input to the rule. For this reason the product inference




















where minml selects the minimum of the m inputs to each of the inference rules. With this
the computation of the products can be replaced by a comparison operation which is easy to
implement in hardware.
Maximum defuzzification
The output layer of the fuzzy equaliser (3.15) and (3.17) finds a weighted sum of the inference
rules and normalises this with the sum of all inference outputs. The weights associated with
the inference rules are   . It is seen that the rule nearest to the input vector would
provide the maximum output, and the contribution from the remaining rules is minimal. These
characteristics of the decision function can be utilised by replacing the COG defuzzifier with a
maximum defuzzifier. This defuzzifier can be combined either with product inference or with








































with minimum inference. The notation maxNsi corresponds to the maximum of the available
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Ns inferences and wmax is the weight associated with the maximum inference. With this the
decision functions, (3.25) and (3.26) use maximum defuzzification, where the output of the
equaliser is based on the maximum of the Ns inference rules and the weight associated with it.
The equaliser (3.25) uses product inference whereas (3.26) uses the minimum inference rule. In
both of these defuzzification processes the computation of the weighted sum of the inferences
is replaced by comparison operation.
With the above analysis four types of fuzzy equalisers approximating the Bayesian decision
function can be designed. These equalisers can provide alternative equaliser architectures with
a reduction in computational complexity. All four forms of fuzzy equaliser are presented in
Table 3.3.
No. Fuzzy Type Inference Defuzzification
1 Fuzzy# 1 Product Centroid
2 Fuzzy# 2 Product Maximum
3 Fuzzy# 3 Minimum Centroid
4 Fuzzy# 4 Minimum Maximum
Table 3.3: Different types of fuzzy equalisers with selection of inference rules and defuzzifica-
tion process
EXAMPLE 3.4
This example discusses the effects of different inference rules and defuzzification pro-
cess on the fuzzy Bayesian equaliser decision surface and decision boundary. Here the
channel used is
Hz  	  	z
  	z (3.27)
This channel is a mixed phase channel with its zeros located at z   and z 
	. The equaliser is characterised by equaliser length m   and delay d  	.
The system SNR is assumed to be 15 dB. The equaliser has Ns   channel states
which are generated from M   scalar channel states. The fuzzy equaliser centres
are positioned at  	 	 and 	 which are the locations of
the scalar channel states. The channel states were estimated with 200 training samples
averaged over 50 experiments. All forms of implementation of fuzzy equalisers presented
in Table 3.3 were investigated. The fuzzy equalisers used the estimated noise statistics.
The computational complexity of Fuzzy#1 equaliser is the largest and the complexity
of Fuzzy#4 equaliser is smallest due to the types of inference rules and defuzzification
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processes they implement. The decision surface of these equalisers is plotted in Figure
3.5. From the decision surfaces it can be seen that all the fuzzy equalisers provide near
optimal decision surfaces. The optimal decision surface is the decision surface provided
by the Fuzzy#1 equaliser.
The decision boundaries of the fuzzy equalisers along with the optimal Bayesian equal-
iser are presented in Figure 3.6. The positive and negative channel states are presented
with and	 symbols respectively. From the decision boundary curves it is observed that
the Fuzzy#1 and the Fuzzy#2 equalisers provide a near optimal performance. The fact
that the optimal equaliser and the Fuzzy#1 equaliser decision boundaries are nearly the
same confirms the fuzzy implementation of the Bayesian equaliser. The decision bound-
ary provided by the Fuzzy#3 and the Fuzzy#4 equalisers deviates from the optimal equal-
iser decision boundary. These equalisers provide a different decision boundary when the
input vector is far from the channel states. But, these equalisers do provide a nonlinear
decision boundary separating the positive and negative channel states successfully. This
shows that all form of the fuzzy equalisers presented in Table 3.3 are capable of providing
nonlinear decision boundaries.
Thus the capability of fuzzy equalisers to provide near optimal decision boundary with a
variety of network architectures has been demonstrated.
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(d) Fuzzy#1(Product Inference, Centroid Defuzzi-
fication
Figure 3.5: Decision surface of different forms of fuzzy equalisers with channel Hz 
	  	z  	z for m   d  	 and SNR=15 dB using
estimated channel states
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(d) Fuzzy#1 (Product Inference and Centroid
Defuzzification)
Figure 3.6: Decision boundary of different forms of fuzzy equalisers with channel Hz 
	  	z  	z for m   d  	 and SNR=15 dB using
estimated channel states;  positive channel states and	 negative channel states
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3.5 Fuzzy equaliser training
The fuzzy equaliser was presented in Section 3.4. The design of the fuzzy equaliser developed
in (3.17) requires the knowledge of the channel states ci,   i  Ns and the weights wi.
These equaliser parameters can be estimated during the training period and after training the
equaliser can use its previous decisions in decision directed mode to update its parameters. The
process of estimating these parameters is discussed here.
3.5.1 Step1: Channel state estimation
The estimation of the decision function using the fuzzy equaliser given by (3.15) and (3.17)
needs the channel state information to form the rule base. Implicit estimation of the channel
states requires channel information which in most cases is not available. However, the channel
states can be estimated during the training period by any of the following techniques [53].
 The channel model can be identified using LMS /RLS algorithms. With the knowledge of
the channel, it is straight forward to calculate the scalar channel states and their combin-
ations which form the channel states. However, when the channel suffers from nonlinear
distortion, estimation of the channel is a difficult process.
 The channel states can be directly estimated using a vector clustering algorithm. The
number of channel states are exponentially related to the channel dispersion order and
equaliser feed forward order. Equalisers with large number of channel states3 would
require a longer training sequence.
 The scalar channel states can be estimated using a scalar supervised clustering technique.
These scalar channel states, in conjunction with the training signal, can provide the or-
der in which they occur, and these can be used to estimate the channel states [57]. This
process has been presented in Example 3.2. The number of scalar channel states depends
only on the channel order and hence requires a smaller length of training sequence com-
pared to direct channel state estimation. The scalar channel states always occur in pairs
so that Cj  CMj,   j M . This feature of the scalar channel states is evident
from Table 3.1. This would require only estimation of M  
nc scalar states, resulting
in faster estimation. These scalar channel states can be estimated with the supervised
3This situation can occur if the equaliser order m is large or channel order nc is large
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-means algorithm which has been presented in Appendix A. The convergence curve for
a typical scalar channel states estimation using -means clustering algorithm is presented
in Figure 3.7. Here the channel used is Hz  H	z  	 	z 	z with
SNR=10 dB. The process of channel state estimate has been averaged over 20 experi-
ments. From the training curves it is seen that the scalar channel states converge to the
desired states in around 30 iterations. This fast training feature can provide considerable
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Figure 3.7: Scalar Channel states training curve for channel Hz  	  	z 
	z, the actual channel states 	 	 			
This experiment indicates that the estimation of scalar channel states for the fuzzy equaliser
requires only a few training samples even at low SNR.
3.5.2 Step2: Equaliser weight update
Once the scalar channel states have been estimated the fuzzy rules can be formed and the
equaliser constructed with weights of the inference rules assigned   , depending on
whether the rule belongs to Cd or C

d . Estimating the channel states and the noise statistics
can involve some error. In order to compensate for this the weights associated with the rules
can be fine tuned with the LMS algorithm given in (3.5). This step would require only a few
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samples as the initial weight assignment is very close to the final values. This process would
not require additional training overhead, since the training signal used to estimate the channel
states can be reused for equaliser weight training.
3.6 Advantages of fuzzy equaliser
The fuzzy implementation of NBESS provides the Bayesian equaliser decision function. A
closer look at the Bayesian decision function in (3.8) and the fuzzy implementation of NBESS
in (3.15) shows some of the advantages of the fuzzy implementation of the Bayesian equaliser.
One of the advantages of the fuzzy equaliser is the need for only a small training sequence. This
aspect has been discussed in the previous section. The other major advantages of this equaliser
are discussed in this section, namely lower complexity and subset state selection.
3.6.1 Computational complexity
On completion of equaliser training, the equaliser parameters are fixed and the actual detec-
tion of transmitted symbol starts. The computational requirements of the fuzzy equaliser and
NBESS are the same. The computations required for estimating each of the samples with the
Bayesian equaliser and its RBF implementation, NBESS and fuzzy equaliser (Fuzzy#1 in Table
3.3) are listed in Table 3.4. The second part of the table provides the typical computational re-
quirements for a equaliser withm  , nc   andM  . From this table the following points
can be inferred with regards to the computational advantages of the fuzzy implementation of
Bayesian equaliser:
Equaliser Add/
Mul Div. exType Sub
Bayesian(RBF) mNs mNs Ns Ns
NBESS M Ns M mNs M   M
Fuzzy M Ns M mNs M   M
Bayesian (RBF)    
NBESS    
Fuzzy    
Table 3.4: Computational complexity comparison for the Bayesian equalisers, the NBESS and
the fuzzy equalisers. Second part typical computational complexities for equalisers
with m  , nc  , Ns   and M  .
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 The fuzzy implementation of the Bayesian equaliser provides a significant reduction in
addition, division and expx evaluations.
 The time shift property of the membership function generation provides a considerable
reduction in evaluation of expx functions and divisions.
 The evaluation of exp and division functions in a Bayesian equaliser is related to N s
which in turn is exponentially related to the sum of the equaliser and channel order. In
the fuzzy equaliser it is related to M which is exponentially related to channel order
only. Thus, as the equaliser order increases the reduction in computational complexity
for fuzzy equaliser over the Bayesian equaliser is exponentially related.
 The minimum inference rule and the maximum defuzzification discussed in subsection
3.4.3 replace each of the product computations in the inference generator and the defuzzi-
fier by a comparison operation. This is very easy to implement and fast to process in real
time. The computation involved for the estimation of each symbol with this modification
for the four forms of fuzzy equalisers are presented in Table 3.5. The second part of the
Table provides the typical computational figures for an equaliser with m  , nc  
and M  . From this it can be seen that using the minimum inference or maximum de-
fuzzification process replaces the product computation by comparison operations. These
provide an alternate approximation to the Bayesian equaliser with a reduction in the com-
putational complexity. This provides a lot of scope for varied implementation of Bayesian
equalisers w.r.t. computational complexity.
Fuzzy Inf. Defuzz. Add/
Mul Div. ex CompareType Type Type Sub
Fuzzy#1 Prod COG M Ns M mNs M   M
Fuzzy#2 Prod Max. M M  m Ns   M   M Ns
Fuzzy#3 Min. COG M Ns M Ns M   M m Ns
Fuzzy#4 Min. Max. M M   M   M mNs
Fuzzy#1 Prod COG 	
 
  
Fuzzy#2 Prod Max.  
   
Fuzzy#3 Min. COG 	
 	
   

Fuzzy#4 Min. Max.     

Table 3.5: Computational complexity comparison for different forms of fuzzy equalisers
In this section the computational complexity of the fuzzy equaliser has been compared with the
Bayesian equaliser which can be implemented with a RBF networks. The Bayesian equaliser
provides the optimum performance for symbol-by-symbol equalisers providing the lower bound
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for the BER performance. The computational issues of the Bayesian equaliser against MLSE
and linear equalisers are widely available in the literature [53, 132] and hence have not been
discussed in this thesis.
3.6.2 Subset state selection
The Bayesian equaliser decision function in (3.8) is based on a weighted sum of Ns basis
functions centred at the channel states. From the decision function it can be seen that the con-
tribution of a channel state is inversely related to its distance from the input vector. Under this
circumstance, if a set of channel states near the input vector can be found, the equaliser decision
function can be approximated with this subset of the available Ns channel states. Chng [77]
proposed a process of selecting a subset of available channel states to approximate the Bayesian
equaliser with a smaller number of channel states. Other forms of subset centre selection with
the RBF implementation of Bayesian equalisers have also been proposed [133]. With fuzzy
implementation it is very easy to employ subset state selection to reduce the number of infer-
ence rules, which reduces the computational complexity. This only involves modification of
the membership function. In general all M membership functions corresponding to an input
provide non-zero output irrespective of the input scalar. If an input is far from a scalar centre,
the membership function from that centre is negligible and can be neglected. Keeping this in
view, it may be enough to use only a set of nearest centres from the observed received scal-
ars for membership function calculation and the membership function contribution from other
centres can be neglected. This provides a subset of non-zero membership functions out of the
available M functions for each input. This would generate only a smaller number of nonzero
inferences N

s  Ns where N

s is the subset of the Ns rules in the fuzzy equaliser. Using some
simple checks to determine these rules the decision function can be computed. This process is
illustrated with the following Example.
EXAMPLE 3.5
The system considered in this example was used in Example 3.3. The channel used in
this study is Hz  	 	z and the equaliser order m   and the decision delay
d  	. The equaliser has  channel states constructed from  scalar channel states. The
fuzzy equaliser decision making capability for this system was presented in Figure 3.4.
Here in this example the concept of subset centre selection is demonstrated and the de-
cision making capacity of the fuzzy equaliser with membership function generated from
a subset of scalar channel states is presented in Figure 3.8. The positive channel states
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Region of decision
Region of faulty decision
Decision Boundary



























Figure 3.8: Decision Boundary for subset centre selection with membership function modifica-
tion, channel Hz  	  	z, m   and d  	;  positive channel states,
 negative channel states
are shown as  and negative channel states are shown as . The membership functions
for rk and rk   are shown along the sides4. An input vector 
			T is con-
sidered. Selecting the membership functions from scalar centres that are in immediate
neighbourhood and making the membership function from other scalar centres 	, the in-







when translated with inference rules with channel states into R, provide only two non-
zero inference rules corresponding to the channel states 
	T and 
		T
which correspond to centres c  Cd and c	  Cd . The region of space that will be
covered by these rules correspond to the channel states is shown as shaded region in the
Figure. With this the decision function for this input region is a straight line equidistant
from both centres in the space covered by the membership functions. With a change in
the input vector different sets of inference rules corresponding to channel states would
be selected providing a combined decision boundary as shown as shaded region in the
Figure. All these individual decision boundaries join to provide a nonlinear decision
4Membership functions for rk   are the delayed membership function from rk.
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boundary. The region in which the equaliser is unable to approximate the decision region
is also shown in the figure. From this it can be seen that the decision boundary formed
with the modified membership function is very close to the optimal one. Here the equal-
iser is capable of providing a nonlinear decision boundary where the channel states are
nonlinearly separable by using only 2 inference rules out of the total of N s rules.
This form of modification of the membership function can reduce the computational complexity
of the equaliser considerably. The computation involved per sample calculation with this form
of membership function is presented in Table 3.6. The second part of the Table represents
the computations involved when the channel order nc  , equaliser order m   when the
equaliser hasNs   channel states andM   scalar channel states. From Table 3.6 it can be
observed that most of the product computations have been replaced by comparison operations.
This modification of the membership function provides a natural method for selecting a subset
of the available channel states resulting in computational complexity reduction. However, if the
channel states are very closely spaced this process of using only 2 membership functions in each
signal dimensions may not provide good performance and more than 2 nonzero membership
functions in each signal dimensions of the input vector may be required. With an increase in
number of membership functions the number of non-zero inference rules increase, providing
a better performance at the cost of higher computational complexity. However, if a subset of
the available scalar channel states is used the numbers of selected fuzzy rules N

s will always
be less than maximum possible rules Ns. This provides a way of trading performance with
computational complexity within the equaliser. This is illustrated in the following Example.
Inf Defuzz Add/
Mul Div. ex CompareType Type Sub
Prod COG M   M  m  
Prod Max. M M  m       
Min. COG M   M      m 
Min. Max. M M      m
Prod COG 	   
Prod Max.      
Min. COG 	 	    
Min. Max.      
Table 3.6: Computational complexity comparison for fuzzy equalisers with modified member-
ship function generation for subset state selection; second part for equalisers with
m  , nc  , Ns   and M  .
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EXAMPLE 3.6
In this example the channel is
Hz  H
z  	 		z
 	z (3.28)
This channel has its zeros located at z   and z  	. The equaliser length
m   and decision delay d  	 is used. These equaliser and channel parameters provide
Ns   channel states and M   scalar channel states. The system SNR=20 dB. The
scalar channel states are located at  		 	 		. The fuzzy
equaliser uses the knowledge of channel states and noise variance. With this the fuzzy
equaliser membership function centres are positioned at    

  		
  	 	  		 
  		   	   		 and
  .
The decision boundary provided by the Fuzzy#1 equaliser using      and 
scalar centres closest to the input vector is presented in Figure 3.9(a) through Figure
3.9(f). The optimal Bayesian equaliser decision boundary for this case is presented along
with the fuzzy equaliser decision boundaries. From the optimal decision boundary it can
be seen that the decision boundary is nonlinear and the fuzzy equalisers can successfully
partition the channels states corresponding to Cd and C

d , using only 2 fuzzy centres
closest to the input scalars. But, the decision boundary is very different from the optimal
one. With an increase in number of scalar centres used in decision function evaluation,
the decision boundaries approach the Bayesian equaliser decision boundary. It is also
observed that an increase in the number of non zero membership functions used makes
the decision boundary closer to the optimal Bayesian decision boundary only for the
regions in the decision space that are far from the channel states. The fuzzy equaliser
with 8 nonzero membership functions provides the optimal equaliser decision boundary.
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(f) All 8 centres
Figure 3.9: Decision boundary with subset centre selection in fuzzy Equalisers with channel
Hz  	 		z 	z, m  , d  	 for SNR=20 dB;
positive channel states and 	 negative channel states
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3.7 Results and discussion
Fuzzy equalisers were developed in Section 3.4 and their advantages discussed in Section 3.6.
From the study of the decision boundaries provided by the fuzzy equalisers it was seen that
all forms of the fuzzy equalisers provide an efficient scheme for equalisation by providing a
nonlinear decision boundary close to the optimal. The actual performance of an equaliser is
the BER. This section investigates the BER performance of fuzzy equalisers for a variety of
channels and equaliser parameters. Here all the experiments were continued untile either 			
errors were observed or 	 symbols were transmitted.
3.7.1 Fuzzy implemented Bayesian equaliser
BER performance of different types of fuzzy equalisers developed in Section 3.4 were evaluated
with extensive computer simulation.
In this study the channel used was
Hz  		 	z  		z (3.29)
The equaliser parameters were set to m   and d  . This channel has  zeros situated at
z   and z  	. The scalar channel states are located at 	 			
	 and . For the equaliser order of m   there are Ns   channel states
constituting  fuzzy rules. The BER performance of the Fuzzy#1, Fuzzy#3, Fuzzy#4 and the
Bayesian equalisers for SNR=1 dB to 14 dB, using Monte Carlo simulations is shown in Figure
3.10. Here the channel information was assumed to be available and with this scalar channel
states were estimated. The 8 fuzzy equaliser membership function centres were positioned at
  	 

  			 

  	 	   
     	  
			   	.
The following points can be observed from the BER curves for different equaliser configura-
tions. The BER performance of the Fuzzy#1 equaliser is exactly same as the Bayesian equaliser
which can be implemented with the RBF network. This result demonstrates that the Bayesian
equaliser can be implemented by the Fuzzy#1 equaliser. The performance of the computation-
ally efficient Fuzzy#3 and Fuzzy#4 equalisers, are close to the optimal, and they suffer from
nearly 1 dB performance degradation at 	
 BER and  	 dB at 	 BER. This revalidates
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Figure 3.10: BER performance for Fuzzy#1, Fuzzy#3, Fuzzy#4 and Bayesian equalisers for
channel H
z  		 	z 		z, m   d   with knowledge
of the channel
the use of the minimum inference rule and the maximum defuzzification process.
In the next experiment the fuzzy equaliser performance was evaluated by constructing the
equalisers with estimated channel states. Here the channel used was Hz  H
z 
	 		z 	z. The equaliser order and the decision delay were set to
m   and d  . The actual scalar channel states for this channel are located at 
		 	 and 		. However, in this study the equaliser scalar channel states and
the channel noise statistics were evaluated using the supervised -means clustering algorithm 5
with 200 training samples averaged over 50 experiments. The Fuzzy equaliser here uses 64
fuzzy IF    THEN    inference rules derived from the 64 channel states. The BER per-
formance of different equalisers using Monte Carlo simulation is presented in Figure 3.11.
After the equaliser was constructed the equaliser weights were trained with the same set of
training samples used for channel states estimation. The step size  in the fuzzy LMS al-
gorithm (3.5) was fixed at 		. The linear equaliser was trained with a conventional LMS
algorithm. This training involved 1000 samples averaged over 50 experiments with a step size
of 		. The Bayesian equaliser which can be implemented with RBF was simulated with the
knowledge of the channel states and channel noise statistics to provide the lower bound for the
equaliser performance. From the equaliser BER curves it can be seen that the Fuzzy#1 equaliser
5This algorithm is presented in Appendix A.
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Figure 3.11: BER performance for Fuzzy#1, Fuzzy#3, Fuzzy#4, Bayesian and LMS linear
equalisers for channel Hz  	 		z 	z, m  
d   with estimated channel states and noise statistics
performs nearly like Bayesian equaliser. However, the Fuzzy #3 and Fuzzy#4 equalisers suffer
from minor performance degradation due to the simplified inference rule and/or defuzzification
processes involved. This performance degradation is again around 1dB at 	
 BER. All these
equalisers outperform the linear equaliser.
3.7.2 Fuzzy equaliser with subset state selection
This subsection presents the BER performance of fuzzy equaliser with subset state selection by
modification membership function generation. The channel used for this study was H
z 
	 		z 	z, withm  . Two types of equalisers for this problem were
investigated. In the first case the equaliser decision delay was set to d  	 and in the second
case it was set to d  . Since this channel is a mixed phase channel with a zero outside the
unit circle in the z-plane, a linear equaliser with d  	 can not equalise the channel [59] but,
with d  , a linear equaliser can equalise it successfully. The optimal Bayesian equaliser for
this problem has Ns   channel states derived in terms of M   scalar channel states.
The fuzzy equaliser uses 128 fuzzy rules which are derived from the channel states. In the
Monte Carlo simulations the number of nonzero membership functions for the fuzzy equalisers
were varied from M   to M  . M   provides the optimum Bayesian equaliser
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when used with product inference and centroid defuzzifier. The fuzzy equalisers considered in
this study used the minimum inference rule and the maximum defuzzification process which
constitutes the Fuzzy#4 equaliser with minimum computational complexity. The scalar channel
states and the channel noise statistics were estimated using 200 training samples averaged over
50 experiments and the equaliser weights were trained with the same training signal. The
optimal Bayesian equaliser was simulated assuming the true channel information and noise
statistics to estimate the channel states. The BER performance of the equalisers with Monte
Carlo simulations for a wide range of SNR’s is presented in Figure 3.12(a) and 3.12(b) for



































(b) Subset centre selection for m  , d  
Figure 3.12: BER performance of fuzzy equalisers with subset centre selection using channel
Hz  	 		z 	z
From the BER plots it can be seen that the fuzzy equaliser with a subset of centres can provide
a near optimal performance. The equaliser with 2 non zero membership functions suffers from
performance degradation. This performance degradation can be attributed to the fact that, under
many input conditions, none of the 128 rules is used in decision making, thus resulting in large
errors. However, increasing M from  to  does not provide any observable performance
improvement. Hence, it can be inferred that, under this circumstance, using the 4 highest
non zero membership function to the input scalars only is sufficient to provide a near optimal
performance. It was also observed from the simulation studies that this condition of using the
4 nearest membership functions selects between 4-12 fuzzy rules from the available 128 rules.
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With this it is seen that using only around 	 of channel states in form of fuzzy rules is
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Figure 3.13: Effect of number of subset scalar centre on BER performance of fuzzy equalisers
for different channels
In the next part of this study the effect of the number of non zero membership functions closest
to the input scalars was studied for a fixed SNR. For this study two channels Hz  H
z 
	 		z 	z andHz  Hz  	 		z 	z
		z were used. The equaliser length and delay were set to m   d   for H	
and m   d  	 for H. These parameters provided best performance for the equalisers
and use Ns   fuzzy rules in both cases. The BER performance of both the equalisers
against the number of non zero membership functions used, for SNR of 10 dB and 18 dB is
presented in Figure 3.13. The x axis also shows the maximum and minimum number of fuzzy
IF    THEN    inference rules used for a variety of input conditions.
From the results it is seen that if the fuzzy equaliser uses at least one rule in decision making
for all varieties of input the performance of the equaliser approaches the optimal performance.
It can also be seen that the fuzzy equalisers provide near optimal performance when only 
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the membership functions are used. This used only around 	 	 of the fuzzy inference
rules, as can be seen from Figure 3.13. For H
 the performance of the fuzzy equaliser does
not improve by using more than 4 nonzero membership functions closest to the input scalar.
Similarly, for H the performance reaches the optimal performance when a minimum of 8
membership functions are used. These membership functions translate to use of maximum of
12 and 26 fuzzy rules out of 128 rules for the channels H
 and H respectively.
3.8 Conclusion
The Bayesian equaliser was implemented with fuzzy systems and the performance of the fuzzy
equaliser was evaluated. The following conclusions can be drawn from the study presented in
this chapter.
 The fuzzy equaliser provides an efficient implementation of the Bayesian equaliser.
 The fuzzy implemented Bayesian equaliser provides a wider choice of equaliser structure
compared to the RBF implementation of the Bayesian equaliser.
 All forms of fuzzy equalisers i.e. Fuzzy#1 and the computationally efficient Fuzzy#2,
Fuzzy#3 and Fuzzy#4 provide a nonlinear decision boundary close to the optimal equal-
iser and provide very little performance degradation in terms of BER.
 Fuzzy equalisers incorporating subset centre selection provide efficient schemes for re-
ducing computational complexity. Simulation studies suggest that the use of only 10%-
20% of the channel states out of all channel states is sufficient to provide near optimal
performance. These subset states can be automatically selected by a selective use of a
subset of available membership functions.
 The computational complexity of the RBF implementation of the Bayesian equaliser is
related to Ns  mnc (dependent on m and nc), whereas the complexity of the fuzzy
equaliser is related to Ns for multiplications but is related to M  nc (dependent only
on nc) for summation, exponentiation and divisions.
 The training overhead in fuzzy equalisers is related to the estimation of M scalar para-
meters which provide fast training and ease of tracking in decision directed mode. This




Fuzzy Equaliser for Co-channel
Interference Suppression
4.1 Introduction
The problem of channel equalisation in general was discussed in chapter 2 and that of the CCI
was introduced in section 2.3. In Chapter 3 the Bayesian equaliser for the ISI channels was
implemented with a fuzzy system. This chapter analyses the problem of channel equalisation
in DCS which are affected by CCI. It was seen that the channel equalisation is a nonlinear
problem. But the presence of CCI makes it more complex. Under most circumstances the
decision boundary of the optimum equaliser for ISI channels can be approximated by a linear
decision boundary with proper selection of decision delay d. However, in the presence of
moderate to severe CCI, the optimal decision boundary changes, and in most circumstances it
cannot be approximated with a linear boundary. These conditions demand the use of special
forms of nonlinear equalisers that can compensate for this distortion.
Advances in TDMA mobile cellular communications and the rising demand for these services
have been partly made possible by sophisticated equalisation techniques. But with the increase
in the number of users CCI is becoming a limitation on the system performance. This chapter
discusses the development of fuzzy equalisers for CCI channels. An equaliser not designed to
mitigate the effects of CCI can suffer from major performance degradation in moderate to high
CCI conditions. The optimum symbol-by-symbol equaliser for a CCI channel requires large
computational complexity. This trend can be offset by efficient schemes for CCI mitigation
with reduced computational burden. This chapter attempts to address some of the issues in
this regard. A modified form of the fuzzy equaliser designed for ISI channels is presented.
This equaliser possesses the capability of successfully equalising channels with CCI. Important
issues discussed in this chapter are as follows.
 The fuzzy implementation of the Bayesian equaliser is derived and the computational
issues for this equaliser are discussed.
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 A modified form of the fuzzy equaliser discussed in chapter 3 is presented which provides
efficient CCI compensation. This equaliser is termed a fuzzy–CCI equaliser. The fuzzy–
CCI equaliser developed here works with an input pre-processor in conjunction with
the fuzzy equaliser for ISI channels. The input pre-processor helps to remove the CCI
efficiently.
 A wide variety of simulation studies are presented to validate the performance of the
equaliser developed in this chapter.
The chapter is organised as follows. The next section provides a background to the concept of
CCI compensation and also surveys the literature in relation to equalisation of CCI channels. In
section 4.3 the normalised Bayesian CCI equaliser with scalar centres (NBSS–CCI) is derived
and section 4.4 develops the fuzzy implementation of NBSS–CCI as well as presenting a mod-
ified form of the fuzzy equaliser developed for ISI channels to compensate for CCI. Section
4.5 presents the decision feedback concept in this scenario while section 4.6 presents the im-
plementation issues. Section 4.7 includes the simulation results and finally section 4.8 provides
the concluding remarks.
4.2 Background and literature review
A rise in demand for DCR has added more users and services to the existing facilities and with
this the CCI is increasingly limiting the system performance. The main cause of CCI here,
is the interference from the signal of a cell in the neighbouring cluster using the same car-
rier frequency as the desired user. This problem becomes more severe in a fading environment
when the signal suffers from multi-path fading in addition to channel ISI and AWGN [134, 135].
Similar problems of CCI, ISI and AWGN are also encountered in other communication systems
such as dual polarised microwave radio[47], twisted pair subscriber loops [47, 136], multiuser
spread spectrum systems and multi pair cables. The problem of CCI is also encountered in
digital magnetic data recording. This section presents the communication model for this prob-
lem where the communication system is affected by CCI. A general communication system in
this type of environment was discussed in section 2.3. It is assumed that the receiver filter in
the receiver front end removes the ACI efficiently and the equaliser only works to combat the
effects of CCI, ISI and AWGN.
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4.2.1 System model
The discrete time model of the communication system discussed in this chapter is presented
in Figure 4.1. This model is widely used to represent a communication system corrupted with
CCI, ISI and AWGN [47]. Here Hz is the channel transfer function which is corrupted with































Figure 4.1: Discrete-time model of a DCS corrupted with co-channel interference





j   i  L (4.2)
where nci and aij are the length and tap weights of the i th co-channel impulse responses. It is
assumed that the communication system is binary. This makes the analysis simple and it can be
extended to any communication system in general. The transmitted symbols sik, 	  i  L
for the channel (i  	) and the co-channels (  i  L) are binary i.i.d., i.e. they comprise
1This impulse response for channel was derived in Chapter 2.
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fg symbols. They satisfy the conditions
E 
sik  	 (4.3)
E 
siksjk  i jk k (4.4)
where E 
 denotes the expectation operator and
k 
  k  		 k  	 (4.5)
The channel output scalars can be represented as
rk  brk  brcok  k (4.6)
where brk is the desired received signal, brcok is the interfering signal and k is the noise
component. The noise, k, is assumed to be Gaussian with zero mean and a variance of
E 









aijsik  j (4.8)
With this the SNR, signal to interference ratio (SIR) and signal to interference plus noise ratio
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where co is the co-channel signal power. With the transmitted signal power equal to unity,
c and 

co can be defined as the channel and co-channel power respectively. The task of the
equaliser depicted in Figure 4.1 is to estimate the transmitted sequence sk  d based on
the channel observation vector rk  
rk rk       rk m  T . The equaliser
estimated symbol bsk  d, is desired to provide minimum BER w.r.t. sk  d. During
the training period, the equaliser uses a copy of the transmitted sequence stored locally and
during actual detection the past detected symbols can be used to update equaliser parameters
in a decision directed mode. The equaliser does not have access to the transmission sequence
sik   i  L corresponding to the co-channels.
4.2.2 Literature review
The problem of CCI was considered as inter channel interference in multichannel DCS’s. The
receivers designed for multi pair cables and the receivers in the up-link path of radio commu-
nication systems are required to optimise the detection of all transmitter sources. The optimum
receivers under these circumstances using linear and MLSE algorithms were originally pro-
posed in [137] and [138] respectively. The design aspects of receiver and transmitter filters for
joint estimation of all the channels were analysed in [139]. The process of equalisation for joint
estimation of signals in a multi channel TDMA mobile radio systems has been recently repor-
ted in [140]. Joint estimation of multiple channel signals for radio communication applications
using MLSE and MAP algorithms were reported in [141] and blind estimation techniques for
these applications were presented in [142].
The problem addressed in this chapter of the thesis is similar to the multichannel communica-
tion system but is limited to the system where the receiver recovers only the signal correspond-
ing to the desired user. This corresponds to down-link in a typical mobile radio communication
application. The techniques used for the joint estimation of multiple channel signals can be
used here but the receiver can be further optimised to provide better performance for detection
of only the single desired signal, while rejecting the interference. The interfering cross talk
signal in DCS possesses cyclostationary property [47] and a receiver not optimised for cross
talk can exhibit severe performance degradation. In [143] a special form of time dependent
adaptive filter was shown to out perform conventional adaptive filters in CCI mitigation. The
equalisation of cross talk in digital subscriber lines using an FSE [21] with decision feedback
provides major performance gains [144] since FSE treats CCI as a cyclostationary interference
which is different from stationary noise. The T-spaced equalisers treat CCI as stationary noise
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and in the process of equalisation and exploit the staistical properties of the signal. However
the CCI is similar to the siganl of interest since both consist of a finite set of discrete states.
This accounts for the performance degradation of the T-spaced equalisers. The effects of the
transmitter and receiver filter BW for CCI suppression in multiple twisted pair cables were
analysed in [46, 145], where it was shown that every increase in BW size equal to symbol rate
may provide the flexibility to completely suppress an additional cyclostationary interference. In
[136] the design issues for transmitter and receiver filters in these environments were addressed.
FSE with decision feedback in conjunction with large transmitter and receiver BW provided en-
couraging performance in a quasi-static fading environment [146, 147]. Even though the use
of large transmitter and receiver BW in conjunction with a DFE with fractional tap spacing
provides major performance advantages, these may not yield a solution to existing problems
since an increase in transmission BW may not always be permissible.
The equaliser that can provide the minimum bit error rate (BER) under the above conditions
is the infinite memory MLSE designed for CCI, which would require the knowledge of the
co-channels. Normally the receiver does not have the access to the training signal for the inter-
fering channels. Excluding this, the formulation of the MLSE detector for this problem would
involve large computational complexity [92]. However, a finite memory symbol-by-symbol
equaliser can be used for this problem in line with the equalisers developed for ISI channels.
This equaliser would also require the knowledge of the channel and co-channel states making
the equaliser training difficult. It has been seen that symbol-by-symbol linear equaliser suffer
from performance degradation since the optimal decision boundary of an equaliser is generally
nonlinear. For this reason nonlinear equalisers have been seen to provide better performance
for the ISI channel. Some of these techniques were discussed in section 2.7. Similar nonlin-
ear equalisation techniques have been attempted for equalisation for CCI channels. In [148],
an equaliser designed using a RBF network was shown to out perform the linear equaliser.
Similarly equalisers were designed for CCI channels with a functional link ANN [100] and a
multi layer ANN [149]. A polynomial perceptron [88] with fractional sampling was also shown
to perform satisfactorily for M-QAM communication systems. However, most of these stud-
ies considered high SIR conditions or high SNR conditions. These equalisers suffered severe
performance degradation under low SIR with high SNR conditions. Equalisers based on the
Mahalonobis distance classifier [150] with the Viterbi algorithm have shown good perform-
ance for stationary channels. But, these equalisers need a long decision delay like the Viterbi
equalisers and their complexity grows with decision delay. This long delay is likely to cause
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performance degradation in mobile communication applications since a long delay in channel
estimation may result in large tracking errors.
In a recent study, Chen et. al. [92] proposed a Bayesian DFE that incorporates CCI compens-
ation (Bayesian–CCIDFE). This equaliser can provide the optimum decision for the symbol-
by-symbol equaliser. This equaliser was trained in two stages. The first stage uses supervised
clustering and subsequently unsupervised clustering is used to remove the effects of CCI. This
equaliser is computationally complex and the computational complexity grows if there is more
than one co-channels. In this chapter a fuzzy system based equaliser is designed which ad-
dresses some of these issues. The complexity of this fuzzy equaliser is comparable to the
Bayesian equaliser treating CCI as AWGN but provides a performance which is close to the
Bayesian–CCIDFE presented in [92].
4.3 Normalised Bayesian equaliser in CCI, ISI and AWGN
The optimal decision function of the Bayesian equaliser for ISI channels was presented in
section 2.5 and its normalised form with scalar states was presented in section 3.3. In this
section the decision function for a normalised Bayesian equaliser with scalar states for CCI
channel (NBSS–CCI) is derived.










where Ns  ncm is the number of channel states, wi are the weights associated with each
of the channel states. wi   if ci  Cd and wi   if ci  Cd . The estimate of the
symbol from the memoryless detector is defined as
bsk  d 
  Ffrkg  	 Ffrkg  	 (4.13)
To derive the decision function of the Bayesian equaliser for CCI channels (Bayesian–CCI), it
is assumed that there is only one interfering co-channel. If there are more, the same analysis
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can generally be extended. In the presence of CCI, the interfering signal brcok  
brcokbrcok       brcok  m  T will have a finite number of states. These states are
described as co-channel states. There would be Nsco  ncm co-channel states cco,
    Nsco, which constitute the noise free received vectors due to the co-channel signal in
the absence of the desired signal. The desired signal, due to channel ISI, provides Ns channel
states ci,   i  Ns in the absence of CCI. In the presence of CCI and ISI the noise free signal
vectors will be the combination of all possible channel and co-channel states. With this the noise
free received signal vector can be represented as ciccol   i  Ns and Nsco  ncm.











This forms the optimum equaliser decision function of a symbol spaced equaliser for a CCI
channel. Here the decision function is affected by the channel states and co-channel states. The
co-channels states surround the channel states. There are Nsco co-channel states corresponding
to each channel state. All the co-channel states corresponding to a specific channel state inherit
the weight associated with that channel state. With this understanding, the channel states in the
Bayesian equaliser in (2.30) are replaced by a group of co-channel states due to the presence
of CCI. This equaliser can be implemented with a RBF network, where the RBF uses NsNsco
centres each with a spread r  

 [148].
4.3.1 Normalised Bayesian CCI equaliser with scalar channel states(NBSS–CCI)
The Bayesian–CCI equaliser in (4.14) can be normalised to provide the actual detected samples
rather than a decision function. This normalisation is in line with the Bayesian equaliser de-
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Where the decision function in (4.14) has been normalised with the output of all the channel
and co-channel state combinations. The process of working of this normalised Bayesian–CCI
equaliser is presented in the following Example.
EXAMPLE 4.1
The process of channel and co-channel states formation with the decision making pro-
cess in a CCI environment is discussed here. The channel used can be represented by
its z-transform Hz  Hz  	  	z. The channel is corrupted by the co-
channel Hco z  Hz  	 	z where  represents the scale factor for
adjustment of SIR. Selecting   	 provides SIR=10 dB. The system SNR was
considered to be 15 dB. The equaliser length and delay are set to m   and d  	.
The channel states for this channel are presented in Table 2.1. The equaliser parameters
provide Ns   channel states and Nsco   co-channel states.
brcokNo. cco sk sk   sk  
cco cco
1 cco     
2 cco     	
3 cco    	 	
4 cco	    	 
5 cco
    	 
6 cco    	 	
7 cco     	
8 cco     
Table 4.1: The co-channel state calculation for channel Hz  	 	z with m  ,
d  	, Nsco   and   
The co-channel states for the equaliser are presented in Table 4.1. Each of the com-
ponents of the co-channel states in Table 4.1 is to be scaled with  to provide the co-
channel state at the desired SIR. The components of the co-channel states are presented
as cco and cco. Each of the 8 channel states are associated with 8 co-channel states.
The locations of the channel states, co-channel states and the optimal decision boundary
are presented in Figure 4.2. Here the positive channel states are presented as  and the
negative channel states are represented as . Each of the channel states are associated
with  co-channel states. The co-channel states associated with positive channel states
are represented with  and the co-channel states in association with negative channel
states are presented with  symbols.
From the Figure 4.2 it is seen that the presence of CCI increases the number of states
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Figure 4.2: Bayesian–CCI equaliser decision boundary with channel and co-channel states
with channel Hz  	 	z, co-channel Hcoz  	 	z,
m   and d  	 for SNR=15 dB and SIR=10 dB, positive channel states, 
negative channel states,  co-channel states with positive channel states and 
co-channel states with negative channel states
used in the decision function calculation. Each of the Ns channel states ci, are sur-
rounded by Nsco co-channel states. For this co-channel at a SIR=10 dB, the decision
boundary is close to the Bayesian equaliser decision boundary that treats CCI as AWGN.
This was presented in Figure 2.9. With a reduction in SIR the co-channel states move
away from the channel states and an increase in the SIR moves the co-channel states
closer to the channel states. When SIR= the co-channel states merge with the chan-
nel states. From the Figure 4.2 it can be inferred that a reduction in SIR will result in
the co-channel states corresponding to the positive and negative channel states to cross
over, which may requires a very complex decision boundary. This situation is presented
in Figure 4.3 for SIR=5 dB. From this Figure it can be seen that the co-channel states
corresponding to positive and negative channel states have crossed over and in this situ-
ation the optimal decision boundary has become very complex. The decision boundary
of a Bayesian equaliser or any other type of nonlinear equaliser treating CCI as AWGN
would be similar to the decision boundary presented in Figure 4.2 and these equalisers
would fail even for a noise free channel, with the interference remaining the same.
In line with NBESS, the equaliser decision function in (4.15) can also be represented in terms
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Figure 4.3: Bayesian–CCI equaliser decision boundary with channel and co-channel states
with channel Hz  	 	z and co-channel Hco z  	 	z,
m   and d  	 for SNR=15 dB and SIR=5 dB, positive channel states, 
negative channel states,  co-channel states with positive channel states and 
co-channel states with negative channel states
of its scalar channel states. The channel and co-channel states are taken from combination of




ci ci     cil     cim
T (4.16)
where cil, 	  l  m represents the l component of the channel state ci,   i  Ns.
Each of these components cil  Cj and Cj,   j  M are the scalar channel states. In a
similar way each of the co-channel states cco can also be represented as
cco 

cco cco     ccol     cco m
T (4.17)
where ccol, 	  l  m  represents the l   component of the co-channel state cco,
    Nsco. Each of these components ccol  Ccoj and Ccoj ,   j  Mco constitutes
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the scalar co-channel states. The number of scalar co-channel states Mco  nc .
This concept of the scalar channel and scalar co-channel state combining to form the channel
and co-channel state is presented in Figure 4.4. Here m   so that rk  
rk rk 
T . One of the channel states ci is presented with  symbol. The case considered here is
similar to the Example 4.1. The system consists of  co-channel states and these co-channel
states surround the channel state. These co-channel states are presented with . The decision
function in (4.15) calculates the Euclidean distance of each co-channel states with respect to the
input vector with the function krk fci  ccogk. The process of this Euclidean distance
calculation is presented in the Figure 4.4. This distance can also be represented as,
krk fci  ccogk  jrk fci  ccogj  jrk  fci  ccogj
(4.18)



































Figure 4.4: Representation of channel states and co-channel states using scalar channel states
and scalar co-channel states, channel state and  co-channel states
With this understanding each combination of channel and co-channel states c i  cco can be
represented in terms of their scalar components. Taking advantage of the exp operator the
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The normalised form of the Bayesian CCI equaliser presented in (4.15) and the equaliser in
(4.19) provide the same decision function. But the equaliser in (4.19) can be implemented with
lower computational complexity as it can take advantage of the regular array of the channel
states and the time shifting property of the equaliser input. A comparison of the computational
complexity of these two forms of equalisers is presented in Table 4.2. The second part of this
Table presents the specific computation involved in estimation of each sample in a system with
nc  nc   and m  .
From Table 4.2 it is evident that the normalised form of Bayesian equaliser with scalar states
(NBSS–CCI) provides major computational advantages in the computation of addition, division
and exp. The increase in multiplications is very little compared to computational savings for
other operations.
Bayesian CCI Computation Aspects NBSS–CCI
(4.15) (4.19)
mNsNsco Addition NsNsco MM
mNsNsco Multiplication mNsNsco MM
NsNsco   Division MM  
NsNsco exp MM
 	 Addition  
 	 Multiplication  
  Division 
  exp 
M  nc , M  nc ,Ns  ncm and Nsco  ncm
Table 4.2: Computational complexity comparison for alternate implementations of Bayesian–
CCI equaliser. The second part represents specific computational requirements for
nc  nc  , m  
From the above discussion it is seen that NBSS–CCI provides implementation advantages com-
pared to the Bayesian–CCI equaliser. In-line with the fuzzy implementation of NBESS the
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NBSS–CCI can also be implemented with fuzzy systems. The computational complexity for
the optimal Bayesian–CCI and the NBSS–CCI equalisers is very large for real time implement-
ation. The use of the minimum inference rule and the maximum defuzzification process can
reduce the computational complexity of fuzzy implementation of NBSS–CCI equaliser still
further. But the computational complexity remains very large for real time implementation.
The MLSE designed to remove CCI will be computationally more complex than the Bayesian–
CCI equaliser [92]. A MLSE treating CCI as AWGN can be designed with low computational
complexity but the performance of this equaliser degrades at low SIR’s and there is further
performance deterioration in fading channels. These issues relating to the performance com-
parison between the Bayesian equaliser and MLSE in a CCI environment have been analysed
in [92]. For this reason a computationally efficient fuzzy equaliser for this problem is proposed
in the next section and this equaliser is termed as fuzzy–CCI equaliser.
4.4 Fuzzy implementation of the NBSS–CCI
The NBSS–CCI decision function was derived in section 4.3. This equaliser provides the
Bayesian–CCI equaliser implementation with reduced computational complexity. The NBESS
was derived in section 3.3 and it was implemented with fuzzy systems in section 3.4. This
equaliser efficiently implements Bayesian equaliser for ISI channels. Similar to the fuzzy im-
plementation of NBESS the NBSS–CCI can also be implemented with fuzzy systems. For this





















where il is the membership from scalar centres. This membership function can be presented
as
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where,   i  Ns     Nsco and 	  l  m   il   j  M and
    Mco is the membership function corresponding to the l   component of the
channel state i and co-channel state . These channel state components belong to the j th and
 th scalar channel and co-channel states respectively. The decision function in (4.20) is a
fuzzy system with NsNsco fuzzy IF    THEN    inference rules with product inference,
centroid defuzzifier and Gaussian membership function. This equaliser has all the properties of
the fuzzy equaliser discussed in section 3.4. The computational complexity of this equaliser is
similar to the NBSS–CCI equaliser and can be further reduced by the use of minimum inference
and maximum defuzzification processes. The process of subset centre selection can also be
applied to this equaliser. However, like the NBSS–CCI this equaliser is also computationally
complex and practically difficult to realise.
Here a modified form of the fuzzy equaliser designed for ISI channels is presented. In order to


























il  jl (4.25)
It has been seen that the presence of CCI creates more states. The co-channel states surround
the channel states. Similarly the presence of CCI increases the number of the noise free received
scalars called the scalar channel states. These would be the scalar co-channel states surrounding
the scalar channel states. Now the noise free received scalars can be represented as
Ci  Cco Ci  Cco     Ci  CcoMco where   i M
The presence of CCI increases the number of noise free received samples by a factor equal to
the number of scalar co-channel states. With this understanding the membership function in
(4.24) can be conveniently modified to provide suboptimal CCI compensation. This modified
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where, the membership function in (4.24) has been modified to find the sum of the membership
functions corresponding to all the scalar co-channel states associated with each of the scalar
channel states. This membership function in conjunction with the equaliser presented in (4.23)
can provide suboptimal co-channel compensation. Another form of the membership function













where, the membership function evaluation is based on the maximum of the co-channel mem-
bership functions corresponding to each of the scalar channel states. This membership function








jrk l Cj  Ccoj

 (4.28)
where the distance between the received scalars and the scalar channel states offset with the
scalar co-channel states is first estimated and the minimum of the distances corresponding to
the co-channel states is squared and passed through the exponential function after normalisation
with the noise variance. This is the same as finding the maximum exp of the distance from
input scalar to the set of co-channel states corresponding to each of scalar channel states. From
simulation studies it has been seen that the membership functions with (4.26) and (4.27) provide
similar performances. But (4.27) can be implemented using (4.28) with minimum complexity.
With this the fuzzy equaliser consist of Ns fuzzy IF    THEN    rules with product
inference which are generated from the channel states information, membership function given
by (4.28) and COG defuzzifier.
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4.4.1 Fuzzy–CCI implementation
The schematic of the fuzzy–CCI equaliser discussed here is shown in Figure 4.5. The input
scalar is processed by the membership function generator, whose centres are positioned at the
scalar channel states. Each of the membership function sub-blocks generates the membership
function from only one of the scalar co-channel states corresponding to each of the scalar chan-
nel states. The membership function generation is presented in (4.28). The output of the mem-
bership function generator is delayed and this forms the membership function for previously
received signal samples. The product block has Ns sub-blocks and each of these sub-blocks re-
ceives membership functions from one of the centres corresponding to each input scalar. These
membership functions are suitably combined to provide the modified channel state output. The
membership function generators consist of M membership function sub-blocks. Each of the
sub-blocks has Mco centres. The nearest co-channel state in a sub-block w.r.t. the input scalar
provides the membership function to the product block. The product blocks corresponding to
positive channel states are added to provide ‘a’ and those corresponding to negative channel







































Ci  Cco Ci  Cco Ci  CcoMco
Figure 4.5: Schematic of fuzzy–CCI equaliser
An example is considered below to show the effect of membership function modification in
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CCI mitigation.
EXAMPLE 4.2
This example takes into account the channel and co-channels considered in the Example
4.1. The channel used is
Hz  Hz  	  	z

corrupted with CCI from
Hco z  Hz  	 	z

where, the scaling factor  controls the SIR. A selection of   	 provides SIR=
dB and   	 provides SIR=	 dB. Here the decision boundary of the optimal
Bayesian–CCI is compared with the fuzzy–CCI equaliser presented in (4.23) using the
membership function provided by (4.28). The Bayesian–CCI equaliser uses Ns  
channel states and each of the channel states is associated with Nsco   co-channel
states. In all it uses 64 states and it can also be implemented with a RBF network using
 centres. The fuzzy–CCI equaliser uses Ns   fuzzy IF    THEN    rules
with product inference and centroid defuzzifier. The fuzzy IF    THEN    rules
are generated from the channel state information. The decision boundaries provided
by the equalisers for SIR of 5 dB and 10 dB are presented in Figure 4.6(a) and 4.6(b)
respectively. The decision regions corresponding to bsk   are marked with  and
the decision region corresponding to bsk   are marked with signs.
The effect of SNR on the decision boundary of an equaliser was presented in Example
2.2, where the effect of channel noise on the equaliser decision boundary was analysed
and the change of optimal decision boundary for change in system SNR was also presen-
ted. Subsequently, Example 4.1 presented the effect of SIR on the decision boundary.
It was seen that at SIR=	 dB the optimal decision boundary is similar to the decision
boundary presented in Figure 2.9 which corresponds to the decision boundary without
CCI.
From the decision boundary curves in Figure 4.6 it is seen that the fuzzy equaliser with
modified membership function for CCI compensation, provides a decision boundary
which is close to the optimal Bayesian–CCI equaliser decision boundary. The Bayesian
CCI equaliser decision function consists of 64 channel and co-channel state combinations
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(a)SIR=5 dB(  	) (a)SIR=10 dB(  	)
Figure 4.6: Comparison of decision boundaries formed by fuzzy–CCI equaliser and Bayesian–
CCI equaliser for channel Hz  	 	 z and co-channel Hco z 
	 	z
whereas the fuzzy–CCI equaliser decision function consists of 8 rules with 4 scalar co-
channel states associated with each of the scalar channel states for membership function
generation. From the decision boundary it is seen that the fuzzy equaliser with a modified
membership function can provide a near optimal decision function for channels with CCI
using a similar number of channel states as the NBESS. However, NBESS treating CCI
as AWGN would fail under a severe SIR condition using a similar architecture.
From the above example it is seen that the fuzzy–CCI equaliser can provide performance close
to the Bayesian–CCI equaliser with a complexity similar to the NBESS. The computational
complexities of the Bayesian–CCI equaliser, fuzzy–CCI equaliser and the Bayesian equaliser
for ISI channels are presented in Table 4.3. From this Table it is seen that the computational
complexity of the fuzzy–CCI equaliser is slightly lower than Bayesian equaliser that treats CCI
as AWGN. The second part of this Table presents the specific computational requirements for
estimation of each of the samples when nc  , nc  , m   which provides Ns   and
Nsco  .
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Computation Aspects Bayesian–CCI Fuzzy–CCI Bayesian
(4.19) (4.23, 4.35) (3.17)
Addition mNsNsco Ns MMco mNs
Multiplication mNsNsco mNs M mNs
Division NsNsco   M   Ns
Exponentiation NsNsco M Ns
Addition 	 	  	
Multiplication 	 	  	
Division 	  
Exponentiation 	  
M  nc  Ns  
ncm M  
nc  Nsco  
ncm Nf  
q
Table 4.3: Computational complexity comparison for the Bayesian–CCI, the Fuzzy–CCI and
the Bayesian equalisers
4.5 Decision feedback in CCI equalisers
The past decisions of the equaliser can be fed back to provide the DFE structure. The structure
of the DFE used here is presented in Figure 4.7. This equaliser uses the information contained
in the observed channel output vector rk and the past detected symbol vector
bsfk  
bsk  d bsk  d  bsk  d qT (4.29)
to estimate bsk  d. Here q is the equaliser feedback order. Without loss of generality, the
equaliser parameters can be selected as [53] d  nc   to cover the entire channel dispersion
with m  d   nc and q  nc m d   nc  .






















Figure 4.7: Schematic of a DFE
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states, and the equaliser forms the decision based on NsNf channel states for each of the feedback
states [53]. Thus the Ns channel states in (4.14) can be grouped into Nf subsets based on the














represents the union operation and jth corresponding to the feedback state and l
corresponding to the channel state in each of the feedback states. With this, the process of
decision feedback with Bayesian equalisers can be considered as a process of subset state se-
lection resulting in a reduction of computational complexity. The DFE with linear feed forward
filter2 is a process where ISI associated with the detected samples is cancelled with the feedback
filter [43].
The Bayesian–CCI equaliser with decision feedback can be represented as










This equaliser is termed as Bayesian–CCIDFE. Here the term cji corresponds to the channel
state i for feedback state j and   i  Nsf and   j  Nf . This forms the optimum
symbol-by-symbol DFE decision function for a CCI channel. In a similar way the NBSS–
CCIDFE can be represented as































where cjil corresponds to the l   component of the vector channel state ci, corresponding to
2This equaliser is referred to as the nonlinear equaliser in the communication literature.
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the feedback state j, and   j  Nf and ccol corresponds to the l component of vector
co-channel state cco. Each of the components of channel and co-channel states are taken from
the set of M  nc scalar channel and Mco  nc scalar co-channel states. The normalised
form of the equaliser presented in (4.31) and the equaliser in (4.32) provide the same decision
function but the equaliser in (4.32) can be implemented with lower computational complexity
like equalisers without decision feedback. The components of channel and co-channel states
belong to the scalar channel and co-channel states
cil  Cj where   i  Nsf  	  l  m    j  Nf and
ccol  Cco where     Nsco 	  l  m     Mco
where,  is a single index and the terms have their usual meanings. The fuzzy–CCIDFE
equaliser can be presented as




























where  is optimised to provide the best performance. Under high CCI (low SIR) this can be





4.5.1 Fuzzy implementation (Fuzzy–CCIDFE)
The fuzzy–CCIDFE can be implemented in a similar way to the fuzzy–CCI equaliser which is
presented in Figure 4.5. For DFE implementation the fuzzy rules that form the rule base for
the inference system consist of Nf groups of rules each with Nsf rules, unlike the equaliser
in Figure 4.5 which has Ns rules. Depending on the feedback state a set of rules are used for
decision function calculation.
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4.6 Fuzzy CCI equaliser: Implementation issues
This section analyses the training issues and the computational complexities related to the
fuzzy–CCIDFE. Here the training issues are considered first.
4.6.1 Adaptive implementation
The fuzzy–CCI equaliser and fuzzy–CCIDFE require the knowledge of equaliser channel states
and the scalar co-channel states. The equaliser design also requires the knowledge of channel
noise statistics. The channel states of the equaliser can be estimated from the scalar channel
states as discussed in Chapter 3. The process of estimation of parameters for the Bayesian–
CCIDFE have been analysed in [92]. The problem associated with this equaliser training is the
estimation of the co-channel states. The co-channel states of the Bayesian–CCI equaliser can
be estimated using unsupervised clustering. This technique requires long training sequence and
in addition convergence is not guaranteed. The co-channel states can also be estimated from
scalar co-channel states. The scalar co-channel states can be estimated with an unsupervised
clustering algorithm and observation of the state transitions can provide the channel states [92].
This scheme could also require a long training sequence, particularly under poor SNR condi-
tions. The fuzzy–CCI equalisers reported here do not require the co-channel states but only the
scalar co-channel states, which are fairly simple to estimate with an unsupervised clustering
algorithm. The fuzzy–CCIDFE discussed above can be trained in 2 steps. The first step in
training involves estimation of the scalar channel and scalar co-channel states and the second
step involves learning weights with the LMS algorithm.
Step-I: Determination of channel and co-channel states The scalar channel and scalar co-
channel states of the equaliser can be estimated by the -means clustering algorithm. The
equaliser channel states can be estimated from scalar channel states. This process of the es-
timating scalar channel states and forming of the channel states from these has been analysed
in section 3.5. The estimation of channel states with supervised clustering process can provide
  

co. Subsequently the scalar co-channel states can be estimated. Here the estimation of
scalar co-channel states is analysed.
Co-channel states: Once the channel states have been determined the channel residual rresk
 rk Cj (here Cj refers to the scalar channel state j) can be estimated. The channel
residual arises from the CCI and AWGN. An unsupervised clustering algorithm such as the -
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means or enhanced -means [151] clustering algorithm can provide the scalar co-channel states
and the noise variance (). The process of the estimation of scalar channel states using the
-means algorithm and the estimation of scalar co-channel states using the enhanced -mean
algorithm have been discussed in detail in Appendix A.
Step-II Weight training On completion of the channel and co-channel scalar state estimation,
the equaliser can be constructed (Figure 4.5). The initial weights wi of the equaliser can be
assigned  if ci  Cd else they can be assigned. The LMS algorithm presented in (3.5)
can be used to fine tune the equaliser weights so as to reduce the error at the equaliser output
due to the channel states estimation error.
The process of training the fuzzy–CCI and its decision feedback form is quick as the number
of scalar channel states and scalar co-channel states are small. The estimation of scalar channel
states, scalar co-channel states and the weight training can be done in sequence one after the
other. The same set of training sequence can be reused for all the three procedures to maximise
its use.
4.6.2 Advantages of fuzzy–CCI and fuzzy–CCIDFE
The fuzzy–CCI equaliser and fuzzy–CCIDFE presented in this chapter has several advantages
over the Bayesian–CCI (4.19) equaliser. These advantages are listed below.
 The fuzzy–CCI equaliser can provide near optimal performance with substantial reduc-
tion in computational complexity. The computational complexities of the fuzzy–CCI, the
Bayesian–CCI and the Bayesian equalisers were presented in Table 4.3. The computa-
tional complexity of the respective decision feedback equalisers is presented in Table 4.4.
From this Table it can be seen that the complexity of the fuzzy–CCIDFE is comparable
to the Bayesian–DFE that treats CCI as noise. The Bayesian–CCIDFE is difficult to im-
plement in real time applications. The second part of the Table 4.4 presents the specific
computational requirements when nc   nc   with which the parameters are set to
m  , d   and q  .
 The structures of the fuzzy–CCI equaliser and fuzzy equaliser for ISI channels are the
same, excluding the membership function generation which is the input processor in the
equaliser. This makes the equaliser very flexible. The co-channel compensation module
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in the form of membership function modification can be introduced when the SIR drops
below acceptable limits.
 The scalar channel and co-channel states provide a suitable method of finding the condi-






ci  cj   Mcomax

Cco (4.36)
co-channel compensation is not required. In this inequality, the left hand side represents
the smallest distance between any two scalar channel states and the right hand side rep-
resents the maximum scalar co-channel state corresponding to any channel state. If this
condition is not true then co-channel compensation in the form of membership modific-




Addition mNsfNsco Nsf MMco mNsf
Multiplication mNsfNsco mNsf M mNsf
Division NsfNsco M   Nsf
Exponentiation NsfNsco M Nsf
Addition   
Multiplication   
Division   
Exponentiation   
M  nc  Ns  ncm M  nc  Nsco  ncm Nf  q
Table 4.4: Computational complexity comparison of Bayesian–CCIDFE, Fuzzy–CCIDFE and
Bayesian–DFE, Second part represents the specific computational complexity re-
quirement when nc  nc   m   d   q   providing Ns  
Nf   and Nsf  
 Training the fuzzy–CCI equaliser is simple as it uses scalar unsupervised clustering for
the co-channel state estimate. But, the Bayesian–CCI requires unsupervised vector clus-
tering for the co-channel states estimation. These aspects were discussed in sub-section
4.6.1. In the presence of more than one co-channel the estimation of the co-channel
states is very difficult as the number of co-channels becomes very large. Simulation
studies suggest estimation of scalar co-channel states is relatively simple.
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The decision making capacity of fuzzy–CCIDFE is analysed here with an example.
EXAMPLE 4.3
The decision making capability of fuzzy–CCIDFE for CCI channels is analysed here.
The channels used in this study were,
Hz  Hz  	  	z

corrupted with CCI from the channel
Hco z  Hz  	 	z

where  controls the SIR. The system SNR=15 dB. The equaliser length m  , delay
d   and feedback order q   are selected for optimum performance. These paramet-
ers provide Nf   feedback states corresponding to bsk     and bsk    .
The number of channel states are Nsf   and Nsco  . The decision making capacity





The Bayesian–CCIDFE uses 4 out of 8 channel states corresponding to each feedback
state. Each of these channel states is surrounded by 8 co-channel states. This corresponds
to using 32 channel states in the decision functions for estimation of each symbol. In a
RBF implementation this would require 32 centres corresponding to each feedback state.
The Bayesian–DFE is the Bayesian equaliser with decision feedback that treats CCI as
noise. This equaliser uses 4 out of 8 channel states corresponding to each of the feedback
states. Similarly, the fuzzy–CCIDFE uses only 4 out of 8 fuzzy IF    THEN    rules
derived from the channel states corresponding to each feedback state and the membership
function of the equaliser is determined with (4.35). The membership function block uses
4 co-channel states corresponding to each of the scalar channel states for calculating the
membership function in the presence of CCI. The equaliser uses the estimated scalar
channel states. These channel states are estimated with a supervised clustering algorithm
and the scalar co-channel states are estimated with an unsupervised clustering algorithm.
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The linear DFE uses the LMS training algorithm to train the weights of the equaliser.
The performance of these equalisers for a SIR of 10 dB and 4 dB is presented in Figure
4.8 and Figure 4.9 respectively.
















(a) bsk    
















(b) bsk    

Figure 4.8: Comparison of decision boundaries for DFE equalisers with channel Hz 
	 	z and co-channel Hco z  	 	z for SIR=10 dB and
SNR=15 dB with m  , d  , q  
Figure 4.8(a) and 4.8(b) represents the decision boundaries for feedback signal corres-
ponding to bsk     and bsk     respectively for SIR=10 dB. From
Figure 4.8 it is seen that the optimum equaliser Bayesian–CCIDFE decision boundary is
nearly linear and both the fuzzy–CCIDFE and Bayesian–DFE provide a decision bound-
ary which is very close to the optimal. The partitioning of the channel and associated
co-channel states show that the states ci  cco  Cd and ci  cco  Cd are linearly
separable. The linear LMS equaliser also provides a decision boundary which is close to
the optimal. From these observations it can be inferred that at this SIR=10 dB CCI can
be treated as AWGN for equaliser design.
In the next stage, the SIR was reduced to 4 dB. The equaliser decision boundaries forbsk     and bsk     are presented in Figure 4.9(a) and Figure 4.9(b)
respectively. From the decision boundaries it is observed that the decision boundary
provided by the Bayesian–CCIDFE is now nonlinear. The partitioning of the channel and
associated co-channel states show that the states ci  cco  Cd and ci  cco  Cd
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(a) bsk    
















(b) bsk    

Figure 4.9: Comparison of decision boundaries for DFE equalisers with channel Hz 
	 	z and co-channel Hco z  	 	z for SIR=4 dB and
SNR=15 dB, m  , d  , q  
are nonlinearly separable. This nonlinearity can be attributed to severe CCI. Under this
condition the LMS linear equaliser and Bayesian–DFE equaliser decision boundaries are
similar to the decision boundaries at SIR=10 dB and they fail to equalise the channel.
The fuzzy–CCIDFE provides a decision boundary close to the Bayesian–CCIDFE. It is
interesting to note that the fuzzy–CCIDFE using only 4, fuzzy IF    THEN   
rules derived from channel state information with product inference provides a decision
boundary close to the one provided by the Bayesian–CCIDFE using 32 states. Further,
with similar computational complexities the Bayesian–DFE using 4 channel states fails
to provide the required decision boundary.
From this Example it can be resolved that the membership function pre-processor with the
fuzzy equaliser provides scope for CCI mitigation.
The following section presents the BER performance of fuzzy equalisers in CCI channels.
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4.7 Results and discussion
The BER performance of fuzzy equalisers proposed in this chapter were evaluated with extens-
ive Monte Carlo simulations with a wide variety of channel and co-channel combinations. The
transmitted signal sk in all experiments were generated randomly from an i.i.d. sequence
of fg. The BER performance of equalisers were evaluated by observing 1000 errors in a
maximum of 	 transmitted samples.
4.7.1 Fuzzy–CCI equaliser
First the BER performance of five forms of equalisers without decision feedback was investig-
ated. These equalisers are
 Bayesian–CCI
 Bayesian equaliser treating CCI as noise
 Fuzzy–CCI equaliser with maximum of co-channel membership functions corresponding
to each scalar channel states (4.28)
 Fuzzy–CCI equaliser with sum of co-channel membership functions corresponding to
each scalar channel state (4.26)
 Linear equalisers with RLS training algorithm
The channel and the co-channel impulse responses for this experiment were,
Hz  H
z  	  		z
  	z
Hco z  Hz  	  	z
 (4.37)
The equaliser parameters were selected as
m   and d  
The SIR was set to 10 dB. The equalisers were designed with knowledge of the channel and the
co-channel. One exception was the linear equaliser which was trained with the RLS algorithm
using 1000 training samples and the filter weights were averaged over 50 experiments. Other
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equalisers did not undergo any training. The BER performance of these equalisers is presented
in Figure 4.10. From this Figure it is seen that the linear equaliser and Bayesian equaliser per-
formed very poorly and the BER do not improve beyond 		
 and 		 respectively, irre-
spective of additive noise power. The fuzzy–CCI equaliser performs close to the Bayesian–CCI
equaliser. Here the Bayesian–CCI equaliser usesNs   channel states, each of these channel
states is associated with Nsco   co-channel states and in all, it uses 2048 states to estim-
ate each of the transmitted samples. The Fuzzy–CCI equaliser uses 64 IF    THEN   
rules derived from channel state information and the Bayesian equaliser uses 64 states. The
Fuzzy–CCI equaliser uses M   scalar channel states and each of the scalar channel states is
associated with Mco   scalar co-channel states. With this, it is seen that the modification of
the fuzzy equaliser membership function provides an efficient equalisation technique. Here it is
also seen that, membership function generation with the sum of co-channel membership func-
tions (4.26) and the maximum of the co-channel membership functions (4.28) provide similar
performance. Similar results were also observed for other channel and co-channel combina-
tions with varying SIR’s. Based on this, maximum of co-channel membership functions (4.28)
















Figure 4.10: BER performance for different equalisers under SIR=10dB for Channel Hz 
	 		z 	z, Co-channel Hco z  	 	z,
m   and d   with the knowledge of channel and co-channel
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4.7.2 Performance with decision feedback
In the next phase of the experiments, the equaliser parameters were estimated with a training
signal. Here only decision feedback structures were considered. The DFE parameters were set
to
m  nc d  nc   and q  nc  
The following types of equalisers were investigated,
 Bayesian–CCIDFE
 Bayesian–DFE treating CCI as noise
 fuzzy–CCIDFE equaliser with maximum of co-channel membership functions corres-
ponding to each scalar channel states (4.28)
 Linear DFE with RLS training algorithm
The channel and the co-channel are characterised by their impulse responses,
Hz  Hz  	  	z
  	z  	z  	z	 (4.38)
Hco z  Hz  	  	z

where the equaliser channel states were first estimated with a supervised -means clustering
algorithm and subsequently the scalar co-channel states were estimated with the unsupervised
enhanced -means clustering algorithm. The channel SNR and SIR were also estimated during
the training phases. During the supervised clustering process for estimation of scalar channel
states,   

co was estimated and during the scalar co-channel state estimation 

 was estim-
ated. The estimation error associated with  was high, as it involves an unsupervised cluster-
ing algorithm in a noisy environment. These estimated scalar channel and scalar co-channel
states were used to construct the fuzzy–CCIDFE equaliser and the scalar channel states were
used to construct the Bayesian–DFE equaliser. The Bayesian–DFE can also be treated as the
Fuzzy–DFE equaliser with product inference and centroid defuzzifier as discussed in Chapter
3. The Bayesian–DFE used estimated channel states and the channel states spread parameters
associated with centres were set to   

co. Both the fuzzy–CCIDFE and the Bayesian–DFE
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equaliser were trained with 500 training samples and the parameters were averaged over 50 ex-
periments. The linear DFE was trained with 1000 training samples with the RLS algorithm and
the equaliser weights were averaged over 50 individual experiments. The equaliser parameters
after training were maintained fixed during the transmission period. The Bayesian–CCIDFE
used true channel and co-channel states and channel noise statistics which provided the best
possible performance of a symbol-by-symbol equaliser under the specified conditions. In line
with the discussions in this chapter the equaliser parameters were set to
m   d   and q  
From the channel and co-channel impulse responses it is seen that the equaliser has M  
scalar channel states and Mco   scalar co-channel states. The equaliser has Nsf  
channel states corresponding to each of Nf   feedback states. The fuzzy–CCIDFE uses
4 scalar co-channel states with each scalar channel state to estimate the membership function
corresponding to each of the scalar channel states. The Bayesian–DFE and fuzzy–CCIDFE
compute the decision function with 32 channel states out of a total of N s   channel states.
The Bayesian–CCIDFE uses 32 channel states out of 512 channel states and each channel state
is affected by Nsco   co-channel states. With this, the Bayesian–CCIDFE usesNsfNsco 
	 states to estimate each of the transmitted symbols. This equaliser can be treated as a RBF
network with 1024 centres corresponding to each of the 16 feedback states. Each of the centres
used by the equalisers are of order five. The fuzzy equaliser membership spread parameter 










The BER performance with Monte Carlo simulations for the 4 types of equalisers for an SIR=10
dB, 15 dB and 20 dB are presented in Figures 4.11(a), 4.11(b) and 4.11(c) respectively. From
the Figure following observations can be made.
1. For SIR=10 dB the Bayesian–DFE and the linear DFE (with RLS training) fail com-
pletely to equalise the channel. It is interesting to note that the fuzzy–CCIDFE provides
a performance which is better than Bayesian–DFE but inferior to the Bayesian–CCIDFE.
The fuzzy–CCIDFE suffers from a performance degradation of   dB at a BER of 		
w.r.t the optimal equaliser. The performance degradation can also be partly attributed
to the error in estimation of co-channel states and  . Another cause for the inferior
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Figure 4.11: BER performance of different equalisers with channel Hz  	
	z 	z 	z 	z	, co-channel Hco z 
	 	z, m  , d   and q   with estimated channel and co-
channel states
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performance of the fuzzy–CCIDFE w.r.t. the Bayesian–CCIDFE is due to the fact that
the Bayesian–CCIDFE uses 1024 centres in RBF implementation to estimate each of the
samples where as the fuzzy–CCIDFE uses only 32 fuzzy IF    THEN    rules de-
rived from channel state information, to estimate each sample. The Bayesian–DFE using
32 states fails to equalise this channel.
2. For SIR=15 dB, the performance of linear DFE and Bayesian–DFE improves compared
to SIR=10 dB. But here also the Bayesian–DFE and linear DFE fail to provide a BER
performance of better than 		 and 		 respectively even when the SNR
 .
It is also interesting to note that the linear DFE provides better performance than the
Bayesian–DFE. The reason for this is that the RLS DFE optimises its weights in the
process of training, so that the decision function is in the form of a hyper plane close
to the optimal equaliser decision boundary. But the Bayesian–DFE provides a decision
function without any optimisation for CCI. The fuzzy–CCIDFE equaliser performs bet-
ter than the linear DFE and the Bayesian–DFE but its performance is poorer than the
Bayesian–CCIDFE. The performance of the Bayesian–CCIDFE and the fuzzy–CCIDFE
are inferior to their respective performances at SIR=10 dB. The performance degradation
can be attributed to the fact that some of the co-channel states corresponding to positive
and negative channel states under this circumstance are very close. When the SIR=10
dB these channel states cross over, leading to increased distance between them, which
provides better performance. More simulations results in this context will be presented
in the next subsection.
3. For a SIR=20 dB, performance of the Bayesian–DFE, the fuzzy–CCIDFE and the Bayesian–
CCIDFE are nearly similar. Under low CCI conditions, the co-channel states are situated
very close to the channel states in multidimensional space. Due to this fact, the nonlinear
decision boundary provided by fuzzy–CCIDFE and Bayesian–DFE are close to the de-
cision boundary of Bayesian–CCIDFE. The RLS DFE used here provides only a linear
approximation of the optimal nonlinear decision surface and hence its performance is the
poorest.
4.7.3 Equaliser performance against varying SIR
This subsection examines the equaliser performance against varying levels of SIR with fixed
SNR. The problem considered in the previous subsection is considered again. The BER per-
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formance of Bayesian–CCIDFE, fuzzy–CCIDFE and Bayesian–DFE at an SNR=25 dB and for

















Figure 4.12: BER performance of different equalisers for varying SIR with Channel
Hz  	 	z
 	z 	z 	z	, co-
channel Hco z  	 	z, m  , d   and q   using actual
channel and co-channel states under SNR=25 dB
From the performance curves, it is interesting to note that the BER performance of the op-
timal equaliser (Bayesian–CCIDFE) worsens with an increase in SIR from 3 dB to 14 dB. The
performance of the equaliser is worst at around SIR=14 dB. The equaliser BER improves mono-
tonically after an SIR=14 dB. The fuzzy–CCIDFE performance drops with an increase in SIR
between 1 dB to 6 dB. Subsequently the equalisers performs poorly up to a SIR=14 dB. When
the SIR improves beyond 14 dB the equaliser performance improves monotonically like the
Bayesian–CCIDFE. The Bayesian–DFE equaliser provides very poor performance for SIR=1
dB to 15 dB. Subsequently the performance is close to the Bayesian–CCIDFE. When the SIR
is better than 15 dB the performance of all the equalisers is similar. These results validate the
performance drop of the Bayesian–CCIDFE and the fuzzy–CCIDFE at SIR=15 dB compared
to the performance at SIR=10 dB.
4.7.4 Fuzzy equaliser performance in presence of multiple co-channels
A further experiment considered the performance of the fuzzy equaliser for a channel corrupted
with 2 co-channel interferes. Here the channel and co-channel impulse responses are,
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Hz  H
z  	  		z
  	z
Hco z  Hz  	  	z

Hco z  H	z  	  	z
  	z (4.39)
The equaliser parameters are set to
m   d   and q   (4.40)
The co-channel power scaling parameters  and  were adjusted to divide the interference
power equally between both of the co-channels. This system has Nsf   channel states cor-
responding to each of Nf   feedback states. Each of these channel states is affected by
NscoNsco   	    co-channel states. With this the Bayesian–CCIDFE evaluates
4096 out of 16348 states for estimation of each symbol. The Fuzzy–DFE and the Bayesian–
DFE use only 8 channel states corresponding to each of the feedback states. The BER per-
formance of the fuzzy–CCIDFE and the Bayesian–DFE for SIR of 5 dB, 10 dB and 15 dB
are investigated. The number of scalar co-channel states used by the fuzzy–CCIDFE in the
membership function estimation was limited to 8 instead of the possible nc 	 nc  .
This could be viewed as an error in the estimation of co-channel order. The optimal Bayesian–
CCIDFE performance was not simulated due to its large computational complexity. The BER
performance of the fuzzy–CCIDFE and Bayesian–DFE is presented in Figure 4.13. From the
simulation results it is seen that the fuzzy–CCIDFE fails under severe CCI (SIR=5 dB) with
multiple co-channels. But under moderate CCI (SIR=10 dB) it is able to perform better than
the Bayesian–DFE for comparable network complexities. The Bayesian–DFE fails to provide a
BER of better than 		 even under infinite SNR, but the fuzzy–CCIDFE BER performance
shows improvement with an increase in SNR. However for 15 dB SIR the effect of co-channel
compensation is minimal and the fuzzy–CCIDFE performs only marginally better. Under this
condition co-channel compensation pre-processor can be removed.
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Figure 4.13: BER performance of fuzzy–CCIDFE and Bayesian–DFE for channel Hz 
	 		z 	z, co-channels Hco z  	 	z
	z, Hco z  	 	z, m  , d   and q   under CCI=5
dB, 10 dB and 15 dB
4.7.5 Effect of number of estimates of scalar co-channel states
In order to investigate the effect of the number of estimated co-channel states on equaliser BER
performance, the number of scalar co-channel states in the unsupervised clustering algorithm
was varied in the preceding study and the equaliser BER performance was evaluated. This
process can be viewed as an error in estimating the length of the co-channel impulse response.
This also provides a limit on the computational complexity of the fuzzy–CCIDFE with respect
to performance with variation in the number of co-channel states in membership function estim-
ation. The performance of the fuzzy–CCIDFE for 4, 8, 16 and 32 co-channel states (resulting
from estimate of nc     and respectively) for 10 dB SIR is presented in Figure 4.14.
Here the performance of Fuzzy–DFE equaliser is also presented. The fuzzy–DFE is similar to
the Bayesian–DFE equaliser that treats CCI as noise. From the Figure 4.14 it is seen that using a
very small number of co-channel states degrades the equaliser performance substantially. With
the assumption of 8, 16 or 32 co-channel states, however, the performance tradeoff is small.
The performance of the equaliser with fewer number of co-channel states (nc  ) is closer to
the fuzzy–DFE3 as seen from the figure.
3This equaliser is same as the Bayesian–DFE
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Figure 4.14: Effect of number of co-channel clusters on equaliser performance for SIR=10 dB,
Channel Hz  	 		z 	z, co-channels Hco z 
	 	z 	z, Hco z  	 	z, m  , d   and
q  
From this study it can be inferred that the assumption of co-channel order nc   is typically
sufficient to provide performance almost as good as achieved by fuzzy–CCI equaliser with true
number of co-channel states. The performance gain for nc   is very little.
4.7.6 DFE error propagation performance
The last part of the simulation study investigates the error propagation characteristics of the
fuzzy–CCIDFE equalisers. Here the error propagation characteristics of fuzzy–CCIDFE is
compared with the optimal Bayesian–CCIDFE. The channels and co-channels used in this study
are characterised by their impulse responses
Hz  H
z  	  		z
  	z
Hco z  Hz  	  	z
 (4.41)
where  is set to adjust the system SIR. The equaliser parameters were selected as.
m   d   and q  
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The performance of the fuzzy–CCIDFE and the Bayesian–CCIDFE equaliser for SIR=10 dB
and 15 dB are presented in Figure 4.15(a) and 4.15(b) respectively.
In Figures 4.15(a) and 4.15(b) the curves fuzzy–CCIDFE(rx) and fuzzy–CCIDFE(tx) represent
the fuzzy–CCIDFE equaliser BER performance with detected symbol feedback and transmit-
ted symbol feedback respectively. Similarly Bayesian–CCIDFE(rx) and Bayesian–CCIDFE(tx)
represent the Bayesian–CCIDFE equaliser BER performance with detected symbol feedback
and transmitted symbol feedback respectively . The fuzzy equaliser here is trained with 500
samples and the equalisers parameters are averaged over 20 experiments. The scalar channel
and scalar co-channel states of the fuzzy–CCIDFE are estimated with the -means and en-
hanced -means clustering algorithms respectively. The membership function centre spread
parameter was set to the estimated spread parameter from the channel state estimate for better
performance. A study of the BER performance of the equalisers shows that fuzzy–CCIDFE
provides a performance very close to Bayesian–CCIDFE and the error propagation character-
istics for both the equalisers are nearly the same.
In the previous section, the condition for CCI compensation for fuzzy–CCIDFE (4.36) was
presented. The scalar co-channels are estimated by unsupervised clustering and in low SNR
conditions the estimation of the scalar co-channel states is not accurate. From the simulation
studies the following rule has been determined to justify the necessity of using the pre-processor
for equalising the CCI.
 The scalar co-channel states can be determined with an assumption of nc   and
nc   (nc   does not provide much performance improvement). This would
provide M   and M   scalar co-channel states respectively.
 If the scalar co-channel for M   is less than half the distance between the closest
scalar channel states, co-channel compensation is not necessary. Otherwise the scalar
co-channel states estimated with nc   should be used to modify the membership
function generation so as to incorporate CCI compensation.
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Figure 4.15: Error propagation performance of Bayesian–CCIDFE and Fuzzy–CCIDFE
equalisers with channel Hz  	 		z 	z, co-channel
Hco z  	  	z, m  , d   and q   with estimated channel
and co-channel states
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4.8 Conclusion
The problem of channel equalisation when the channel is corrupted by CCI from other users
in an ISI environment has been discussed in this chapter. It is seen that fuzzy system based
symbol-by-symbol spaced equaliser is capable of removing ISI in presence of CCI. This equal-
iser is similar to the fuzzy equaliser proposed in Chapter 3 but with a pre-processor for CCI mit-
igation. The pre-processor calculates the smallest absolute distance between the input scalars
and scalar channel states offset with scalar co-channel states. The minimum of these distances
corresponding to each of the scalar channel states is used for membership function generation.
This modified membership function in conjunction with the fuzzy equaliser presented in chapter
3 is used for successful equalisation of CCI channels. This pre-processor can be removed at
high SIR without performance degradation.
The fuzzy equaliser analysed here works with Gaussian membership functions, product in-
ference and a centroid defuzzifier. Only this form of the equaliser has been analysed and
simulation results have been presented in this chapter. Other forms of fuzzy equalisers with
combinations of minimum inference rules and maximum defuzzification rules can provide sim-
ilar performance with a reduction in computational complexity. These complexity issues have
not been addressed here since they are a direct extension of the analysis presented in chapter 3.
Extensive Monte Carlo BER simulation studies demonstrate that the fuzzy equaliser presented
here provides efficient equalisation even under severe CCI conditions. This equaliser is also
seen to provide moderate to good performance for channels corrupted with two co-channel in-
terferers, where RBF and linear equalisation with decision feedback fail and the computational





The research carried out for this thesis primarily discusses fuzzy system based channel equal-
isers in digital communication receivers. The fuzzy implementation of Bayesian equaliser
based on MAP criteria has been presented and the capability of fuzzy equalisers in a CCI envir-
onment has been analysed. This chapter summarises the work reported in this thesis, specifying
the limitations of the study and provides some pointers to future development.
Following this introduction section 5.2 lists the achievements from the work. Section 5.3
provides the limitations and section 5.4 presents few pointers towards future work.
5.2 Achievement of the thesis
The work presented in this thesis can be seen as made up of two distinct parts. The first part
presents the development of a fuzzy equaliser for ISI channels1. Secondly, a fuzzy equaliser
is developed for equalisation of CCI channels 2. Major points of the thesis, highlighting the
contributions at each stage, are presented below.
Chapter 3 of the thesis presents a new fuzzy implementation of the Bayesian equaliser. It
is seen that the Bayesian equaliser uses estimates of noise free received signal vectors called
channel states to formulate the decision function. The Bayesian equaliser can be efficiently im-
plemented using the estimates of noise free received scalars called scalar channel states and this
implementation has been termed NBESS. Actual imeplementation of NBESS provide a reduc-
tion in computational complexity over the conventional Bayesian equaliser. NBESS can also be
implemented using RBF with scalar centres [78]. Subsequently, the design of fuzzy equalisers
using FAF is presented and it is shown that this FAF equaliser is suboptimal. The majority of
1This part has been presented in Chapter 3
2This part has been presented in Chapter 4
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fuzzy equalisers designed with FAF were based on two types of FAFs, namely the RLS and
LMS fuzzy filters presented in[105]. The equalisers based on the fuzzy RLS filter are computa-
tionally complex where as equalisers with the fuzzy LMS filter [105], although use less number
of rules than the fuzzy RLS filter, the number of rules are at least equal to the number of channel
states. This makes both of these forms of popular fuzzy equalisers [105, 116–119] more com-
putationally complex than the NBESS. The computational complexity associated with these
equalisers has limited their application to equalisers with m  . The work reported in this
chapter finds the close relationship between the NBESS and the FAF equalisers, providing the
parametric implementation of the NBESS using FAF. This fuzzy implemented Bayesian equal-
iser uses Gaussian membership functions, product inference in the form of IF    THEN   
rules and a COG defuzzifier. The use of fuzzy systems in implementing the Bayesian equaliser
provides flexibility in the design of Bayesian equalisers. With the application of different forms
of inference rules and defuzzification processes other forms of near optimal equalisers can also
be designed. The use of scalar channel states in these equalisers leads to efficient techniques
for subset centre selection providing major reduction in computational complexity. Some of the
results presented in this chapter have been published in [78, 152, 153]. The parametric imple-
mentation of Bayesian equalisers using fuzzy systems makes the equaliser traceable and it can
be implemented directly in applications where MAP or RBF equalisers are being used. Some
of the major contributions from this chapter are summarised here. Fuzzy equalisers
 provide a parametric implementation of the Bayesian equaliser;
 are computationally more efficient than other forms of Bayesian equalisers, such as the
RBF, from an implementation viewpoint;
 provide efficient schemes for subset centre selection resulting in major reduction in com-
putational complexity;
 in an adaptive implementation, can be trained with small training sequences making them
suitable for mobile radio communication application;
 have an ability to use different forms of inference rules, defuzzification processes provid-
ing alternate schemes to facilitate compromise between equaliser performance and com-
putational complexity.
Chapter 4 of the thesis presents the development of a fuzzy equaliser for a CCI channel. It
is seen that the Bayesian equaliser treating CCI as additive Gaussian noise fails under low to
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moderate SIR. For this reason the optimal T-spaced symbol-by-symbol equaliser for this prob-
lem is derived. This Bayesian–CCI equaliser suffers from large computational complexity.
A normalised form of the Bayesian–CCI equaliser which uses scalar channel and co-channel
states instead of channel and co-channel states for this problem is derived and is termed as
NBSS–CCI. The NBSS–CCI is seen to provide the Bayesian–CCI equaliser decision function
with a reduction in computational complexity. It can be implemented with the normalised RBF
network with scalar centres and with FAF in common with the equalisers for ISI channels.
Despite the computational advantages of NBSS–CCI over Bayesian–CCI, the computational
requirement of NBSS–CCI is seen to be very large for real time implementation in DCS. These
computational complexity issues prompted the design of a new fuzzy equaliser for CCI mit-
igation. This fuzzy–CCI equaliser is a modified form of the fuzzy equaliser for ISI channels,
providing an improvement in performance w.r.t. the Bayesian equaliser treating CCI as AWGN
for comparable complexity. Performance of the fuzzy–CCI equaliser is seen to be close to that
of the Bayesian–CCI equaliser under most conditions. The concept of decision feedback is
introduced and the decision function of the fuzzy–CCI, the NBSS–CCI and the Bayesian–CCI
are modified for DFE structure. Extensive Monte Carlo simulations for BER performance of
different equalisers demonstrate the performance capabilities of the fuzzy equaliser in CCI mit-
igation. It is shown that the fuzzy–CCI equaliser is a fuzzy equaliser for ISI channels with a
pre-processor for removal of the CCI. This pre-processor can be removed under moderate to
low CCI. The conditions under which the pre-processor can be removed is defined in terms of
the equaliser channel states and the scalar co-channel states. Some of the results reported in
this chapter have appeared in [154, 155]. The major contributions from this chapter are listed
below. The fuzzy–CCI equaliser:
 provides an efficient equalisation of channels affected by CCI, ISI and AWGN;
 has computational complexity comparable to the Bayesian equaliser treating CCI as
AWGN whereas it provides a performance comparable to the Bayesian–CCI equaliser;
 uses a pre-processor for CCI mitigation; this pre-processor can be removed under mod-
erate to low CCI; the use of this preprocessor makes the switching of the equaliser from
high CCI to low CCI environment easy;
 is a more general form of the fuzzy equaliser developed for ISI channels; computational
complexity reduction methods proposed for fuzzy equalisers in Chapter 3 by the use of
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different form of fuzzy inference rules and defuzzification processes can also be generally
applied to fuzzy–CCI equalisers.
5.3 Limitations of the work
This section presents some of the limitations of the work reported in this thesis.
This thesis presents the development of fuzzy equalisers for DCS. Fuzzy equalisers developed
here implement the Bayesian equaliser with reduction in computational complexity. The com-
putational complexity of Bayesian equalisers are related to Knc where K is the size of the
symbol alphabet. This large complexity limits the use of these forms of nonlinear equalisers to
communication systems where channel dispersion is relatively small, of the order of nc  .
Additionally efficient use of the available radio frequency spectrum demands efficient modu-
lation schemes like QPSK, 4 level PAM and 8–PSK etc. to increase transmission speed with
limited BW. The equaliser algorithm developed here is limited to 2-level PAM modulation. But,
it can be extended to other efficient modulation schemes in line with RBF implementation of
Bayesian equalisers [31, 32].
The other limitation of the work reported in the thesis lies in the stationary channel model.
The impulse responses of mobile radio channels are characterised by multi-path fading. This
requires the equalisers in the receivers to track the channel characteristics, which is achieved
by interposing blocks of training data with actual data blocks. The adaptive equalisers use this
training data to set the parameters and during actual transmission the equaliser decisions are
used in a decision directed mode to track the channel fading characteristics. The performance
of the proposed fuzzy equalisers is expected to be similar to RBF implementation of Bayesian
equalisers under these conditions [132, 156], since the fuzzy equaliser provides parametric im-
plementation of Bayesian equaliser.
Some of the other issues that have not been addressed in this thesis are the effects of pres-
ence of ACI, nonlinearities in the receiver amplifiers, timing recovery in the receiver, diversity
combining issues related to nonlinear equalisation techniques.
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5.4 Scope for further research
To conclude the thesis, the following are some pointers for further work which can lead to
interesting results.
The first suggested area in which research can be undertaken follows from the limitation of
the work presented in this chapter. RBF implementation of Bayesian equalisers have provided
good performance for mobile communication channels [156, 157]. The long delay associated
with MLSE causes severe performance degradation in fading channels. Additionally design of
MLSE for CCI environment can be computationally complex [92]. Under these circumstances
fuzzy equalisers could provide major performance advantages. The study of fuzzy equalisers
for mobile communication systems like GSM3 systems could provide alternative equalisation
strategies.
Recently it has been observed that fractionally spaced equalisers can provide additional benefit
in interference mitigation in the form of CCI and ACI [145, 146, 158]. One of the possible dir-
ections for research is investigating fractionally spaced fuzzy equalisers for interference limited
communication system applications.
3GSM stands for global system for mobile communication
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This appendix presents the -means supervised clustering algorithm for the estimation of scalar
channel states and the enhanced -means[151] unsupervised clustering algorithm for the estim-
ation of the scalar co-channel states required for training the fuzzy and fuzzy–CCI equalisers.
A.1 Estimation of scalar channel states
During the training period the transmitted symbol sequence is known to the receiver. At the
time k, it can be inferred from rk which member of desired scalar channel state occurred.
The noisy observation of Gaussian clusters of rk are centred at desired scalar states Ci. With
this, the supervised -means procedure can be used to effectively filter out noise. The compu-
tational algorithm for this procedure is outlined below,
if (sk  si)f
Cik  counteri  Cik    rk




The scalar channel states in a non-stationary environment can be estimated using the following
algorithm.
if (sk  si)f







Cik  Cik    	  rk
CMi  Ci
gg
where 	 is the learning rate for the states. After the scalar channel states are estimated the
combination of scalar channel states with the training signal can be used to construct the channel
states information.
A.2 Estimation of scalar co-channel states
The scalar co-channel states can be estimated by the enhanced -means clustering algorithm
[151]. This clustering assumes the variance of all clusters is equal, which is the case in equal-
isation applications. The scalar co-channel states can be estimated in the following steps,
1. Compute the channel residual
rresk  rk Cik (A.1)
2. Compute the cluster variance weighted squares distance between the residual rresk and
the scalar co-channel states Ccok      Mco.
k  cok  k
 cok   rresk Ccok       Mco
(A.2)
Here cok  is the current variance of th cluster and k is the squared distance
between rresk and Ccok  .
3. Evaluate the minimum weighted distance
k  minfk    Mcog (A.3)
4. Update the th and Mco    th co-channel states.
Ccok  Ccok   	 rresk Ccok   (A.4)
CcoMco  Ccok (A.5)
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where 	 is the adaptive gain.
5. The cluster variance are updated according to the rule
cok  
cok      Mco and l  Mco     (A.6)
cok  coMcok  
cok    	 
k (A.7)
where 
 is positive constant slightly less than 1.0.
The initial spreads co    Mco can be set to small values. The symmetry structure of
the states is exploited by setting CcoMco  Ccok and cok  cMcok,




Channel Impulse Responses used in
the Thesis
Following channels have been used for evaluation of fuzzy equalisers developed in this thesis.
No. Impulse response Zero location Channel type
Hz 	  	z
 	 nonminimum phase
Hz 	  	z 	 minimum phase
Hz 	 	z
  	z 	 mixed phase
H	z 	  	z
  	z 		 mixed phase
H
z 	 		z  	z 		 mixed phase
Hz 		 	z  		z 	  mixed phase
Hz
	 	z  	z 		 j 	
minimum phase
		z 	
Hz 	  	z
  nonminimum phase
Hz
	 	z 	z 	 j 	
mixed phase
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